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PREFACE

r.

. .

Establishment of the Committee on Channel Stabilization in April 1962

was confirmed by Engineer Regulation 15-2-1, dated 1 November 1962. As

stated in ER 15-2-1, the objectives of the Committee, with respect to

channel stabilization, are:

a. To review and evaluate pertinent information and disseminate—
the results thereof.

b. To determine the need for and recommend a program of re-—
search; and to have advisory technical review responsibility
for research assigned to the Committee.

c. To determine basic principles and design criteria..

d. To provide, at the request of field offices, advice on—
design and operational problems.

At the second and fourth meetings of

1962 and June 1963, respectively, a number

Committee members and others from Corps of

offices, dealing with United States rivers

the Committee, held in October

of papers were presented by

Engineers District and Division

having major channel stabiliza-

tion problems. These papers described channel stabilization works, and

pointed out problems encountered in the design and construction of such

works on several alluvial rivers, namely the Lower Mississippi, the

Missouri, and the Arkansas.

This report, volume 2 of

Problems, comprises the papers

Copies of this and other

the Symposium on Channel Stabilization

presented at the meetings mentioned above.

reports of the Committee on Channel Stabi-

lization may be obtained from the U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
.

Station, P. O. Box 6312 Vicksburg, Mississippi.
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CHAPTER I

REGULATION AND CONTRACTION WORKS, ALLUVIAL RIVERS
d

by

R. H. Haas*

1. The fundamental concept governing the design of regulation

works is the control of flow in a way to minimize the natural disparity

between the pools and shoals. Rivers in general would have a superior

degree of navigability if the shoals between crossings and successive

concave banks and in comparatively straight reaches could be eliminated.

This condition, of course, could only be possible if the river surfaces

would remain unaltered in elevation and slope; a condition which is hy-

draulically impossible on the Lower Mississippi River and its major

tributaries. The degree of regulation that can be applied to any stream

may, therefore, depend on the extent of variations in stage, discharge,

and slope. The smaller rivers with relatively little variation in

stage, slope, and discharge may well respond to direct control by an

artificially molded cross section of a required size and slope. Where

variations are great, as in the Lower Mississippi, the designer’s atten-

tion is directed primarily to the essential guidance of the current in——

such a way that its effective energy shall be so utilized, insofar as

practicable, as to produce desired channel conditions.

2. Since most authorities agree upon the fact that the longitudinal

channel form of a river should consist of an advantageous succession of

curves, there is undoubted pertinence in the proposition that the efforts

of design should be concentrated upon making the concave margin a true

guiding director of the current. Those who apply the theory of completely

controlled stabilization may agree in theory, but find that the laws ex-

pressing the relation between longitudinal curvature, velocity and dis-

charge, depth of channel, etc., are not yet formulated to the extent that

the directing margin can be definitely relied upon. They therefore

* U. S. Army Engineer Division, Lower Mississippi Valley, Vicksburg,
Mississippi.
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believe the only safe course is to plan the entire cross section. Those

who believe that training the currents is fundamental find no reason to

doubt that the convex side will adjust itself.

3* A review of earlier reports to the Chief of Engineers, U. S.

Army, and some of the experimental works leaves little doubt that pro-

ponents of both theories have had their share of success and disappoint-

ments. Some of the earlier works functioned satisfactorily for a period

of time and then failed. In many cases failure to start at fixed points

and direct the current resulted in complete obsolescence of the work

through shifts in the current attack. In other instances the structures

constructed for direct control were too flimsy to withstand the current

attack.

4. The first comprehensive attempt at stabilization of the Lower

Mississippi River was formulated in the early 30’s. The project in-

volved permanent works of the types used in the Middle Mississippi, to

either directly or indirectly improve the channel between Cairo, Illinois,

and Memphis, Tennessee, in such a way that the controlled flow of the

stream would be utilized to maintain a 9-ft navigation channel. Permeable

pile dikes were used to contract the river laterally to a width that would

secure greater channel depths over crossings, and revetments were used to

protect the concave banks from erosion which contributed a great part of

the sediment which deposits in the crossings and on the convex bars

below. In theory, the plan had merit; as a practical matter, however,

several major defects developed. First, as the primary mission was flood

control, it became necessary to protect banks on the basis of threat to

the levees. The requirements of navigation were therefore relegated to

a secondary position and the plan was carried out in piecemeal fashion.

Secondly, as revetments prevented lateral movement in the bendways, the

greater part of the material available for feeding the dike fields was

stopped, the channel crossings tended to lengthen, and the dike systems

were not strong enough to withstand the frontal attack of the current.

Changes upstream resulted in masking the downstream revetments, creating

threats to flood-control structures at other locations. After 1938, all

construction and maintenance of dikes were stopped and revetments were

constructed as necessary to protect levees. Caving bank conditions were

I-2
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aggravated to a great extent by the cutoff program.

5* The cutoffs made during the 1930’s resulted in very favorable

reductions in flood heights and river shortening. In general, however,

cutoff of excessively long bends should be prevented

because of the great increase of water-surface slope

fall occurring in a reduced distance. The change in

produces marked changes in velocities and consequent

unless controlled,

caused by the same

slope and distance

instability of con-

ditions. Experience on the lower river proved conclusively that increased

current velocities attacked and eroded unprotected banks above and below

without appreciably degrading or deepening the channel unless assisted by

dredging. The ultimate result was to establish straight reaches difficult

to maintain for navigation.

6. The Flood Control Act of

stabilization of the lower river in

depths between Cairo, Illinois, and

22 December 1944 authorized complete

order to provide 12-ft navigable

Baton Rouge, Louisiana. The plan pro-

vides for some 600 miles of bank revetment to hold the concave margin of

the bends, 100 miles of dikes, and approximately 175 months of dredging.

As of the start of work this season (1962), 450 miles of effective revet-

ment were in place from Cairo to Baton Rouge and the total project was ap-

proximately 75% complete. The pending review report will add an additional

100 miles of revetment from Baton Rouge to the Head of Passes.

7. Revetments are of articulated concrete mattress with riprap or

asphalt upper-bank paving. The average width of the revetments is 350

ft,requiring approximately 18,500 gross squares per mile of bank pro-

tected. Annual maintenance is about 2.2% or approximately 400 squares

per mile. To obtain articulation, the openings in the mattress com-

prise approximately 8% of the area and at some locations leaching of

material through the interstices creates a serious problem. Deepening

of up to 50% of the original depth below bank-full stage often occurs.

When the deepening threatens stability of the bank, reinforcement be-

comes necessary. The overall reinforcement requirements have averaged

about l% of the operative length per year.

8. Dikes in the Middle Mississippi were originally of the con-

ventional pile-clump type with a lumber mattress identical with those

used on the Missouri, Red, and Lower Arkansas Rivers. On the Middle

I-3



Mississippi, as on the Missouri, destruction by ice has been especially

severe. Reconstruction is being accomplished by stone fill. On the

Middle Mississippi where stone is readily available in quantity, it has

been found that reconstruction with stone up to heights of 23 ft is com-

parable in cost to reconstruction with piling. Dikes in the Lower

Mississippi, however, are of piling with one to seven rows depending on

the depth of water and height of dike. Stone is scarce and the stone

dikes, even at lower elevation, would be much more costly than pile

dikes. In general dredge spoil is placed in the dike fields at less

cost. Dredging also improves the contracted channel.

99 The real complex problem remaining is treatment of the rela-

tively long, straight reaches. Reaches may be found downstream from

locations where the channel impinges against the valley wall, or where

successive cutoffs have occurred and the channel is more or less con-

fined or controlled by the interfacing cutoff meanders whose arms have

been filled with ancient clay deposits. A reach, then, is formed when

the zone of migration becomes so narrow that the meander loops can no

longer develop. The channel in the lower part of the northern segment

of the valley, more specifically between Richardson Landing, Tennessee,

and Helena, Arkansas, is marked by a series of such reaches. There are

fewer of these reaches in the central segment, Helena, Arkansas, to Angola,

Louisiana. Straight reaches in the central segment have resulted for the

most part from artificial cutoffs and bluff impingements. Attempts to

stabilize reaches in the Lower Mississippi River have often been dis-

appointing because the low water, midbank, and flood stages rarely

follow identical flow patterns and the regulating structures were de-

ficient in design.

10 ● In any plan to stabilize a straight reach the difficult part

of the problem is to establish the thalweg in plan. This must be deter-

mined generally from a study of surface slopes along both banks and a

determination of the appropriate width and curvature of the low-water

trace within the reach. It is an accepted conclusion that in a curved

bed the thalweg will fix itself along the concave bank. In a straight

channel, however, this is not possible because, in general, the flow is

indifferent to a state of equilibrium and any local agitation may change
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the direction from one bank to the other. Establishing a low-water

channel in a series of bends of proper length and width, fixed by train-

ing dikes or revetment of low elevation and dredging, appears to be nec-

essary and to be in full accord with the French and German systems. The

latest project for the River Po makes use of flat curvature established

by longitudinal dikes which project about 3 ft above the low-water eleva-

tion and artificial banks for directing the flow. The Germans, however,

employ longer curves than either the French or Italians and depend on

the steeper slopes to keep the contracted channel cleaned out. One

common theory developed for the European rivers is that, regardless of

flood heights experienced, the low-water flow will return to the low-

water channel established by the improvements. This, of course, assumes

that the control works are not too high in elevation to interfere with

the axial flow of the higher stages. All previous plans on the Lower

Mississippi River have been based on contracting flows up to about mid-

bank stage within the confines of the regulatory works. In the reach

immediately above Memphis, Tennessee, however, no attempt has been made

to contract the channel, but in line with European theory, a low-elevation

articulated concrete training revetment has been constructed on the face

of a bar. This revetment functioned satisfactorily through several high

waters and was extended two or three times. By observing and extending

this installation we

movement of material

control structures.

11. The reach

had a regimen marked

hope to increase our knowledge of the action and

through reaches, and the merits of low-elevation

immediately above Memphis, like most straight reaches,

by a shoal-forming proclivity brought about by in-

sufficient velocity and concentration of low-water flow. Shoaling was so

! prevalent that a permanent channel could not be formed by utilizing the(
strength of the current. In this reach it is important that the channel

be stabilized at all stages because it conunandsthe approach to a pro-

* posed new highway bridge, an existing highway bridge, and two important

railway bridges. This situation required the planning of rigid control

;Q works to secure the most direct and energy-conserving course for the
i
~ channel, especially at low water, but at higher stages as well. The

accompanying sketches (plates 1-1, -2, and -3) show the progressive
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development and improvement of this 20-mile reach between 1955, before

any works of improvement except dredging were attempted, and 1961. The

ultimate plan is also shown (plate I-4).

12. Since 1955 the regulating works have effected a reduction of

1-1/2 miles, about 7%, in the length of the navigation channel with a

slight increase in overall slope. It is probable that upon completion

of the stabilization plan in the Island 35 to Brandywine Chute reach

immediately above, the bed load moving into the BrandyWine-Memphis reach

will diminish to the extent that the reach will be self-maintained for

12-ft navigation at low water.

13, The predominance of practical considerations in the methods

adopted for improvement of the Lower Mississippi River has been found

essential. The reason appears evident since before initiation of the

present project the direct reason that bank-protection works were con-

structed was the protection of levees, flood-control structures, and

highly developed urban property. The experience of the river engineers

for more than 50 years prior to the present authorization proved the

advantage of maintaining navigation depths by dredging rather than by

permanent works of regulation, for reasons based on adaptability and

economy. The extremely large range in conditions of volume and flow

acting on the inherently unstable banks and bed of the river results in

the movement of great burdens of silt and bed load. The temporarily in-

duced channel effected by dredging is therefore obliterated in a rela-

tively short period of time, dictating the need for permanent types of

bank protection and regulating works. The necessity for greater perma-

nent channel depths for navigation has made perfection of channel stabi-

lization a fundamental part of the improvement plan. The completeness

of the success of attaining increased channel depth by regulation appears

to depend particularly upon the thoroughness which the guiding influence

of the permanent works will have upon the powerful currents of this great

river.
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CHAPTER II

RIVER CONTROL STRUCTURES

by

John Manning*

:.4

!

1. The subject, “River Control Structures,” as you know, covers a

large field of river engineering. However, there are only two types of

structures used to control, develop, and improve open river channels. They

are the dike or groin and revetrnent. Of course, there are many variations

of these two types of structures, as well as structures which provide sup-

port from the standpoint of flow control.

2. The different types of dikes are:

Pile with a foundation mattress,

Stone filled,

Combination pile and stone fill,

Crib with or without a foundation mattress,

Chute closure,

Kellner jetty, and

Various forms of retards.

Their function is to direct and guide the flow, retard erosion, and develop

accretion.

3* The different types of revetment are:

Standard with various combinations of upper and lower bank

protection,

Pile with a foundation mattress,

Stone filled,

Kellner jetties, and

The fascine.

The function of revetment is to stabilize the riverbank in a fixed position,

guide and direct the flow, retard erosion, and develop accretion and bank

buildup.

4. For discussion and illustration, the river control structures

now in use on the Missouri River have been selected. Fig. 1 shows dike

and revetment designs as follows:

* U. S. Army Engineer District, Kansas City> Missouri.
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Fig. 1. Dike and revetment designs

Stone-filled dike or pile dike with a stone fill,

Dike root with or without a bankhead,

Toe trench revetment with sufficient bank,

Toe trench revetment without sufficient bank,

Stone-fill revetment without excavation, and

Stone-fill revetment with excavation.

5* Fig. 2 shows a design of a chute closure dike. Consideration is

being given to making some changes in the design, such as eliminating the

transition slope at each end of the structure, placing the downstream abut-

ment paving on a tangent rather than turning the downstream end into the

bank, and placing a stone fill keyed into the bank at the downstream end

of the abutment paving.
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6. It is difficult to illustrate the function of the various struc-

tures regarding location, depth of water, height of bank, and alignment.

However, an attempt will be made to do so with the following illustration.

7. Fig. 3 is an enlarged aerial of the river channel, showing a dike

system in a sharp bend of about ~500-ft radius in the center of the photo-

graph. The dikes are pile structures filled with stone to about 10 ft

above mean low water. Note the water in between the dikes. Also, note

the construction on the right bank at the crossing near right border of

photograph. Note agricultural levee in lower center of photograph.

8. Plate II-1 is a hydrographic survey of the same section of river

taken about the same time as fig. 3. Note deep water in the dike system

in the upper left corner of the illustration and at the crossing at mile

466.g. A pointed reef developed opposite the dike system and at the cross-

ing, which was detrimental to navigation as well as bank stabilization.

9. Plate II-2 is a recent hydrographic survey of the same section of

the river shown in plate II-1. Note that deep water does not appear in the

dike system and on the right bank at the crossing. L-heads, a takeoff of

the old T-head, were constructed off the ends of each dike in the dike

system. They are stone-fill structures, placed to mean low water elevation

and extending downstream from each dike for about half the spacing between

dikes. Also, an additional dike was constructed on the right bank at the

crossing. This work was constructed recently. The L-heads appear to be

very effective in trapping sediment. Note improvement in channel condi-

tions at the crossing, but the loss of width in the bends above and below

the crossing. It is considered that such conditions will improve.

10 ● Fig. 4 is an aerial photograph of the river channel showing a

sharp bend, a reach, and a flat bend. The trouble spot at this location

was at the swing span of the upstream bridge, a railroad bridge over the

right bank channel in center of the photograph. The main channel was in

the fixed spans of the bridge along the left bank.

11 ● Fig. 5 is an enlarged aerial photograph of the reach shown

in fig. 4. The revetment on the right bank was extended downstream with

a stone-fill revetment past the spur dikes at this location. On the

left bank, an additional dike was placed in the existing dike system and

three low-water dike extensions were constructed. The low-water dikes,
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about 200 ft long, are stone-filled dikes with a 4-ft crown to an elevation

2 ft below mean low water. Also shown in the photograph, immediately below

the first upstream low-water dike is a portable dike used to improve the

channel in the swing span of the railroad bridge. This was used before the

low-water dikes were constructed.

12. The portable,dike is made up of four or five 100- by 24- by 5-ft

barges lashed together end to end. Each barge has a series of sleeves

placed on one side. A steel sheet pile is placed in each sleeve and can be

raised or lowered. The unit of barges is connected to a dike end or the

riverbank with the sheet piles on the downstream side. The unit is then

swung downstream at an angle of about 45 degrees to the flow. It is held

in place by a system of pile clumps driven upstream from the unit, and

cable lashings. The sheet piles, usually every third one, are then lowered

until they contact the riverbed, thus forming a permeable structure. The

number of piles lowered to the riverbed depends on the stage and flow condi-

tions. In this manner, the portable dike not only directs the flow but

also causes an accretion to form below the structure.

13 ● Plates II-3 to II-6 are hydrographic surveys of the reach shown

in fig. 5. The first survey, plate II-3, was made a short time before the

low-water dikes were constructed. They were constructed in the fall of

1961. Although the survey shows rather favorable channel conditions

through the bridges, such conditions are the result of the use of the port-

able dike above the bridges. Without the portable dike, the main flow and

deep water were along the left bank through the bridges, and shoaling con-

ditions prevailed along the right bank through the swing span of the up-

stream bridge. Such conditions indicated the need for permanent treatment

to remove the detrimental shoal condition. The second survey, plate 11-4,

shows the effects of the low-water dikes designed to remove the detrimental

shoal. This survey was made the spring after the low-water dikes were con-

structed. Note fill between the dike system, as well as the deep water

immediately below the two upper low-water dikes. They have begun to im-

1 prove channel conditions along the right bank through the bridges by caus-
1

ing the flow to remove the shoal in that area. The third survey, plate

11-5, shows further iqrovement in channel conditions. Note deep water

immediately below upstream low-water dike. A profile of the riverbed taken

II-8
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at left bank dike 448.1 was made from each survey and is shown in this

illustration.

14 ● Plate II-6, showing a survey made about a year and a half after

completion of the low-water dikes, shows still further improvement in chan-

nel conditions. This illustration also includes cross sections of the

riverbed at the time of the various surveys. Note improved cross section

at last survey.

15. Fig. 6 is an aerial photograph of the river showing a long flat

bend where moving standouts and center bars produce unfavorable channel

conditions. Such conditions are detrimental from both a navigation and

bank stabilization standpoint. The right bank is controlled by a dike

system and the left bank is protected by revetment.

16. Fig. 7 is an enlarged aerial photograph of the upper section

of the river shown in fig. 6. This illustration shows the dikes on the

right bank and revetment on the left bank more clearly. Note the water

between the dikes. The dikes are a combination of pile with stone and

stone filled. The stone in the dikes is about 8 ft above mean low water.

17. Plate II-7 is a hydrographic survey of the section of river

shown in fig. 7 showing split channel conditions. Recently, some improve-

ment has been experienced in this reach; however, the split channel con-

ditions continue to prevail.

18. Plate II-8 is a recent hydrographic survey of the same reach

shown in plate II-7 showing the split channel conditions. Indicated on

the illustration are three methods being considered for improving channel

conditions in this reach: low-water dikes, L-heads, and dikes in between

existing dikes.

19 ● Fig. 8 is an aerial photograph of the river channel showing

two sharp bends with a relative flat bend in between. At the foot of the

upper sharp bend is the head of a cutoff started in 1946 and developed in

lg48. Note chutes in the old channel in lower left hand corner of photo-

graph. A chute closure was placed down in the chute in the fall of 1961.

As this structure became effective, the reef adjacent to the left bank

of the main channel opposite the chutes began to move out. In the lower

sharp bend is a deep bight in the left bank at the original mouth of a

tributary, the Chariton River.
!

,
I
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20. Fig. 9 is an enlarged aerial photograph of the lower section of

the reach shown in fig. 8. Note tow which has come over the crossing;

also, construction along the right bank opposite the tow and position of

tow. On the opposite bank by the tow a bar is showing. In the bight

downstream in the left bank, construction shown in black is partially com-

plete. Note reef and bar opposite bight.

21. Plate II-9 is a hydrographic survey of the reach shown in fig. 9.

Note water in right bank dike system above the crossing, and the bight in

the middle of the sharp bend below the crossing. The crossing became er-

ratic during the 1962 season which may have been the result of the reef

moving out from the cutoff upstream and tight channel conditions created

by construction undertaken to fair out the bight below the crossing.

22. Changes that have occurred at this location are shown in plate

11-10 which is a more recent hydrographic survey of the reach. Note change

at the crossing. Dredging was accomplished a short time before the survey

was made. The areas dredged are outlined on the plate. Another factor

that affected the crossing was additional stone placed in the trail dike

on the right bank immediately above the crossing. Notice improved chan-

nel conditions at the bight in the sharp bend and through the bridges at

Glasgow. Three methods are being considered to improve the crossing and

are indicated on the illustration in different zipatone patterns. The

question here is which design to use, as well as the types of structures

in relation to the elevation of stone fills that will be most effective.

23. Fig. 10 shows a section of toe trench revetment in the upper

center of the photograph along the left bank of the river. The method

of construction consisted of partial excavation of the trench with a drag-

line and dozer and completion of trench excavation and placement of trench

stone with another dragline. Upper bank paving was placed by dragline

from

this

.

fig.

* Note

the bank. The work was accomplished at a low stage. Alignment in

reach was designed to conform to the position the river dictated.

24. To further illustrate conditions at the revetment shown in

10; a recent hydrographic survey of the reach is shown in plate 11-11.

remaining accretion in front of the revetment. It

to remove some of the accretion by dredging in order to

the revetment to assure satisfactory channel conditions

maybe necessary

bring the river to

in the reach.
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25. Early construction of toe trench revetment was not entirely

satisfactory. Inadequate trench depth and ~lacement of the trench in

nearly a slab formation caused failures due to undermining. Where the

trench is excavated to designed depth and width as shown in fig. 1 and

stone is placed in the trench in the proper manner, the revetment func-

tions very satisfactorily. Upper slope paving of quarry-run stone appears

to satisfy filtering action without a filter bed, and heals undermined

areas rapidly. There is some loss of stone due to tow wakes, ice runs and,

of course, deterioration.

26. The next group of plates shows channel conditions before and

after the construction of L-heads. The first illustration (plate 11-12)

is a hydrographic survey of two sharp bends made at normal stages. The

entrance to the upstream bend is a flat bend and the exit from the lower

bend leads into a flat reach. Note the old irregular construction along

the left bank of the river between miles 16o.o and 159.0. Also note the

realignment work to provide uniform alignment of the bank from mile 16o.o

downstream to about mile 159.3 and the dike system below that.

27. The left bank dike system between miles 159.3 and 159.0 was

initially constructed in 1953 and the stone fill in each dike raised

progressively each year to the present elevation of 7 ft above mean low

water. This work was accomplished to curb the erosion of the bank in that

area. The dike system was effective in retarding bank erosion after ini-

tial construction. However, as indicated in plate 11-12 and the next

illustration (plate 11-13), eddy action around the ends of the dikes was

so severe that dike 167.25 was nearly flanked and the old revetment at the

base of dike 167.1 was damaged. In view of these threatening conditions,

L-head construction was authorized and completed last year (1962) as shown

in plate 11-14.

28. Plate 11-13 shows channel conditions at stages near normal.

Conditions at the time of the survey were about the same as those shown

in plate 11-12. Note that the channel is quite tight in against the dike

systemat miles 159.0 to 159.3. Also note sections “A,” “B,” and “C.”

29. Plate 11-14 shows L-head construction in place and the eroded

areas between the dike system nearly filled with low accretion. Although

the hydrographic survey shows the channel narrow at this location, recent
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reconnaissance indicated a widening of the channel. Here again protrusion

of the pointed bar or reef on the convex side into the designed channel on

the concave side interposed unfavorable conditions for navigation at vari-

ous times. The L-heads have been instrumental in removing the points from

the convex reef to the extent that a very efficient navigation channel now

prevails. The question of closing the gap between these structures has

been brought up; but, in this case, it is felt that some roughness should

be maintained along the left bank in order to provide a channel with ade-

quate widths for navigation purposes. This may be of value also in main-

taining the crossing below the dike system. This illustration shows

vividly the trouble that can be expected from exceptionally sharp bends.

30. The next plate (plate 11-15) shows cross sections representing

conditions at the time of the hydrographic surveys. At the time of the

latest hydrographic survey, there was no great improvement in the channel

as far as cross section is concerned. However, you will note improvement

in channel alignment.

31. The L-head, or short piece of revetment, off of dike ends has

proved so far to be very satisfactory, not only in breaking up the eddy

action around the end of the dike, but in removing the pointed bar oppo-

site and between dikes to provide better channel alignment, and to reduce

maintenance of the dike ends. The question as to how long and to what

elevation these structures should be constructed has not been fully

answered. Further investigations will be required to determine the most

effective elevation and length of such structures under various conditions.

The effectiveness of these structures in developing accretion has been

questioned. From observation of flow over such structures a misconception

of their effectiveness can be obtained. It has been found that, although

a considerable amount of flow may be passing over the structure, it still

maintains accretion that has developed landward of the structure and to

about the same elevation as the structure. At this time, it appears that

both the low-elevation dike and L-head will be helpful in developing the

authorized navigation channel as well as stabilizing the riverbanks.

32. The Missouri River, especially from Omaha to the mouth, is now

pegged down, but considerable refinement work remains to be accomplished

to satis~ both bank stabilization and navigation requirements. One thing
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we have learned is that the original construction to peg the river down

could have been designed and constructed differently to satisfy refinement

requirements today. An example is the manner in which the old trail dike

was used. Of course, hindsight is better than foresight; however, with

knowledge gained so far and the application of engineering techniques of

today, we should avoid the pitfalls experienced in the past. The use of

L-heads, low-water dikes, and longitudinal structures at crossings will

aid in obtaining the objective for the Missouri River channel. Here again,

guidance is necessary and further experimental work, both on the river and

by model, will be required.
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CHANNEL DESIGN FOR MODIFIED SEDIMENT REGIME CONDITIONS

ON THE ARKANSAS RIVER

by

Edward B. Madden*

Synopsis

The Arkansas River in Arkansas and eastern Oklahoma
is being developed for navigation, flood control, hydro-
electric power generation, and other uses by means of a
series of navigation locks and dams and upstream storage
reservoirs. Entrapment of sediment in the upstream stor-
age reservoirs and in the larger ones of the main stem
navigation pools will reduce the present 100-million-ton-
per-year sediment load on the lower river by about 90 per-
cent, and will induce extensive degradation of the stream-
bed downstream from the dams. The project plan provides
for taking advantage of the degradation by spacing out and
reducing the number of low-lift navigation locks and dams
from that which would be required to match the natural
river profile. The navigation channel in the upstream
ends of the pools, to be developed initially by dredging
and contraction work in advance of natural degradation,
was designed to conform to the modified regime condi-
tions by application of relations correlating the chan-
nel geometry and slope, streambed composition, water
discharge, sediment-load capacity of the channel, and
sediment supply.

Description of Protect

I

1. The Arkansas River in Arkansas and eastern Oklahoma is being de-

veloped for navigation, flood control, hydroelectric power generation, and

other uses. The plan of development for the multiple-purpose project is

shown in fig. 1. Included in the project are a number of large storage

reservoirs which serve or will serve variously for flood control, hydro-

electric power, water supply for navigation, domestic and industrial water

supply, and sediment detention.

* U. S. Army Engineer Division, Southwestern, Dallasj Texas.
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2. The navigation feature of the project provides for a channel fol-

lowing the Verdigris River from Catoosa, Oklahoma (near Tulsa), downstream

to the Arkansas River, thence along the Arkansas River downstream to the

vicinity of Arkansas Post, Arkansas, from which point the route will follow

a canal to the White River, then down the White River to the Mississippi

River. The authorized minimum navigable depth is 9 ft over minimum widths

of 250 ft in the Arkansas and White Rivers and 150 ft in the Verdigris. A

depth of 12 ft is authorized for dredging in canals and on limiting shoals.

The waterway will be canalized by a series of navigation locks and dams.

Four of the navigation dams on the main stem will have moderately high

heads ranging from 30 to 54 ft. Two of these will include provisions for

hydroelectric power generation

designed as to permit possible

remaining navigation locks and

(generally 20 ft or less) with

initially, and the other two will be so

future addition of power facilities. The

dams will be relatively low-lift structures

pools confined within the river channel.

*

.

The low-lift dams will be gated and the gate sills will be at approximate

streambed level, with the result that essentially open river conditions

will prevail at the higher flows in excess of approximately half bank-full

capacity.

3* Stabilization and rectification of the rapidly shifting channel

of the Arkansas River by means of stone and pile revetments and dikes is

an additional major feature of the project. The stabilization and rec-

tification work will extend from Short Mountain Lock and Dam to the

vicinity of Arkansas Post, and will be continuous throughout except in

the larger main stem pools and in a number of short, naturally stable

reaches. The project design contemplates taking advantage of the ex-

pected degradation of the channel downstream from the larger main stem

dams, and provides for special measures for dredging and channel con-

traction in the upper ends of the navigation pools in the interest of in-

creasing depths so as to permit spacing dams farther apart than could

,* otherwise be done. A description of the design procedures used to de-

1 termine the degree of contraction and amount of dredging required to
,-*
I produce and maintain a channel of the required navigable depth and

I conforming to the modified regime conditions is the principal subjectI
of this paper.
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Construction Schedule

{

4. The entire Arkansas River multiple-purpose project is scheduled

for completion in 1970. Construction of the low-lift navigation locks and

dams, which will begin in 1964, will be carried on generally in upstream

order so as to provide a completed navigation channel successively to

Pine Bluff, Little Rock, and Fort Smith, Arkansas, and the vicinity of

Tulsa, Oklahoma. Oologah, Pensacola, Fort Gibson, Tenkiller Ferry, Heyburn,

Wister, Blue Mountain, and Nimrod Reservoirs are existing. Dardanelle,

Keystone, Eufaula, and Markham Ferry Reservoirs are under construction,

with filling of the pools expected to begin in 1964. The bank stabiliza-

tion and channel rectification work is about 50 percent complete. The

final phases of the contraction and dredging in the head of each pool will

be completed in coordination with the completion of the next upstream navi-

gation lock and dam. As will be brought out later, the sequence of con-

struction of the reservoirs and the locks and dams

the design for the contraction and dredging work.

Stream Characteristics

Streamflow

is a major factor in

5. Average flows in the reach of

to be traversed by the navigation route

the main stem of

range from about

the Arkansas River

20,000 cfs at

Muskogee, Oklahoma, to h2,000 cfs at Little Rock. Representative maximum

unregulated peak flows are 700,000 cfs at Muskogee, 875,000 cfs in the

vicinity of Fort Smith, Arkansas, 720,000 cfs at Dardanelle, and 700,000

cfs at Little Rock. Regulation by the storage reservoirs will reduce these

peaks to 560,000, 516,000, 492,000, and 448,ooo cfs, respectively, the

reductions ranging from 25 to 41 percent of the unregulated peaks. Mini-

mm monthly unregulated flows downstream from the Canadian River range

from 519 cfs at Muskogee to 874 cfs at Little Rock. Corresponding mini-

mum monthly regulated flows will range from about 3700 cfs to 46OO cfs.

Bank-full channel capacities are about 160,000 cfs in the vicinity of

Fort Smith and 250,000 cfs at and downstream from the vicinity of

Dardanelle.
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Slopes

6. Natural river slopes average about 1 ft per mile between Muskogee

and Fort Smith, 0.9 ft per mile between Fort Smith and Dardanelle, 0.8 ft

per mile between Dardanelle and Little Rock, 0.7 ft per mile between

Little Rock and Pine Bluff, and 0.6 ft per mile between Pine Bluff and

the mouth of the river.

Channel dimensions

7. Natural channel widths in the pertinent part of the Arkansas

River between Short Mountain Dam site and Arkansas Post range from about

800 ft at some localized, naturally stable areas to 3000 ft in a number of

unstable “wild” reaches. Bank heights range from about 20 to 30 ft above

mean low water. Depths in pools are generally from 5 to 20 ft below mean

low water, and limiting depths on many crossing shoals are less than 3 ft

at mean low water and 1 ft or less at extreme low stages.

Sediment

8.“
the major

.> suspended

The large sediment load carried by the Arkansas River presents

problem in the planning and design of the project. The natural

sediment load downstream from the mouth of the Canadian River

ranges from 95 million tons per year at Short Mountain Dam site to 105 mil-

lion tons per year at Little Rock. About 24 percent of this is suspended

bed material load consisting of sand sizes contained in the streambed in

appreciable quantities. About 50 percent of the suspended load is con-

tributed by the Canadian River, 25 percent by the Arkansas River upstream

from Tulsa, and the other 25 percent by the other tributaries in eastern

Oklahoma and Arkansas. Bed load, or the material rolling or sliding gen-

erally in contact with the bed, is estimated on the basis of calculations

by bed load formulae and from some rough measurements to amount to about

I 5 percent of the suspended bed material load. The streambed is composed

i predominantly of fine to medium sand with smaller percentages of very fine

sand and of material coarser than medium sand, including appreciable per-

U centages of gravel ranging up to 1 or 2 in. in size.

I

1-’ Effect of Reservoirs on Sediment

9. As part of the design studies for the project, computations were
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made to estimate the amount of deposition in each of the reservoirs and in

the pools of the moderate-head main stem dams and the sediment outflow

from the darns. In effect, the loads were routed downstream through the

pools and the open river reaches between pools, taking into account the

loads contributed by the tributaries and scoured from the streambed and

unstabilized banks of the open river reaches. This routing of flows was

carried as far downstream as Dardanelle Dam and covered a period of 50

years. The computations indicated a sediment outflow of about 10 million

tons per year from Dardanelle Dam which is one-tenth the natural load

transported past this site. About 8 million tons per year of the sediment

outflow would consist of the silt-clay fractions and 2 million tons per

year would be sand. The details of the computation procedures are beyond

the scope of this paper. However, in summary, the sediment deposition in

and outflow from the large run-of-river main stem pools were estimated from

curves of relation between the detention time in the reservoirs and the

ratio of sediment deposition to sediment inflow. These relation curves

were developed from experience data from existing reservoirs.

Channel Degradation

10 ● With such a large reduction in sediment load as that indicated

by the studies described in the preceding paragraph, extensive degrading of

the streambed can be expected to take place downstream from Dardanelle,

Ozark, and Short Mountain Dams as the river attempts to replenish its sedi-

ment load by scour of the streambed. As the degradation proceeds down-

stream from each of these dams, the stream slope will flatten and the ma-

terial in the streambed will coarsen with the result that the transport

capacity will reduce until a condition of equilibrium is established be-

tween the transport capacity of the channel and the reduced sediment out-

flow

will

ment

tion

from the dams. Additional lowering of the streambed in some places

result from the shortening of the length of the river by the develop-

of artificial cutoffs and bend easing as part of the bank stabiliza-

and channel rectification work. This shortening will amount to

23 miles between Arkansas post and Dardanelle Dam, and 7 miles between the

head of Ozark Reservoir and Short Mountain Dam. The degradation not only
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will make available a large increase in head for generation of power at the

main stem power dams, but also will make it possible to increase the spac-

ing between and reduce the number of low-lift navigation dams from those

which would be required to match the natural river profile. Natural degra-

dation will progress slowly downstream and would be retarded and eventually

arrested by the formation of an armoring layer of gravel on the bed surface,

such as has been observed in degrading streams elsewhere and in sediment

transport flume studies. Therefore, dredging and contraction work will be

performed in the heads of the navigation pools in advance of the natural

degradation, in order to provide a channel of the required navigable depth

by the time the navigation locks and dams are completed in the separate

sections of the river. The dredging will prevent the gravel armoring from

inhibiting degradation. Any armoring that occurs after dredging will be

beneficial in stabilizing the dredged channel and in preventing excessive

degradation which could be detrimental to the locks and dams.

Channel Desire Procedure

11 ● In connection with the design studies for establishing the loca-

tions and pool elevations for the low-lift locks and dams in such a way as

to take advantage of the degrading tendency downstream from Dardanelle and

the other upstream reservoirs, it was necessary to compute the dimensions

and bottom grade elevations of dredged channels in the upstream ends of the

pools which would have the required navigable depth below the flat pool

level and which could be maintained in equilibrium by a reasonable amount

of contraction works. The controlling equilibrium condition for channel

design will be that corresponding to the sediment load as modified by the

reservoirs at the time of start of navigation, as this will be the most

critical time with respect to establishing navigable depths by dredging

and contraction. Continued degradation after the initial dredging will

improve navigable depths. The term “equilibrium” is used herein to define

the condition under which, for a given discharge or sequence of discharges,

the sediment transport capacity of

ply such that neither scouring nor

place as long as that discharge or

a channel is equal to the sediment sup-

filling of the channel

sequence of discharges

111-?
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sediment supply remain the same. The channel design procedures, therefore,

required the development and application of functional relations corre-

lating the geometry, slope, and roughness of stream channels; the grain-

size composition of the bed; water discharge; sediment transport capacity;

and sediment supply. Inasmuch as the silt-clay fractions are not con-

tained in the streambed in appreciable quantities, and as these sizes can

be expected to pass on through the open river channel and small navigation

pools as wash load without appreciable deposition, the design procedures

considered only the bed material load or sand fraction. A description of

the relations and of their application with particular reference to the

channel reach between Arkansas Post and Dardanelle Dam is given in the

following paragraphs. In brief, the procedure involved the selection of

the critical sediment supply that the design channel must transport with

each of several water discharges; the trial assumption of a contracted

channel width; the determination of the depth and slope required to trans-

port the given discharge and sediment supply; and the corresponding channel

bottom grade elevation. If the resulting channel bottom elevation did not

provide the required navigable depth below the flat pool level, a new

channel width was assumed and the process was repeated until the navigable

depth was attained. If the required contracted channel width was less than

approximately 1000 ft, the pool elevation and damsite were revised as nec-

essary. Other major factors governing the pool elevations and locations

for the dams were the effects of the pools on surface drainage and ground-

water levels on adjacent lands, the effect of channel alignment on naviga-

tion conditions in the approaches to the locks, availability of sufficient

channel width to provide space for the lock and an adequate spillway, and,

to a lesser extent, the foundation and abutment conditions. Provision of

adequate harbor facilities was a factor at some localities.

Natural sediment load

12. A rating curve of suspended bed material load of various sand

sizes versus discharge at Little Rock for natural conditions is shown in

fig. 2. This curve was based on numerous measurements over a period of

several years at a bridge at Little Rock. This curve was used to de-

termine the sediment supply in the part of the river downstream from

Little Rock to which it was assumed that load reduction effects of the
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Fig. 2. Discharge versus suspended bed material at Little Rock

reservoirs would not have progressed by the time of start of navigation.

Development of relation between chan-
nel depth and slope and sediment load

13. For flexibility in the channel design studies it was considered

desirable to express the relation between stream and channel characteris-

tics, discharge, and bed material sediment load in generalized terms such

that the effects of changes in the various parameters involved could be

evaluated. A functional relation developed empirically by Emmett M.

Laursen* was used as the framework for developing a generalized working

curve for use in the Arkansas River channel studies. Laursen’s relation

was adopted for use because it is expressed in terms which permit sepa-

rating readily the effects of the various parameters which are generally

corisideredto govern the relation between the bed material sediment load,

the hydraulic characteristics of the streamflow, and the characteristics

of the bed material. In addition, being empirical, the Laursen relation

* E. M. Larsen, “l’hetotal sediment load of streams,” Proceedings Paper
1530, Journal of the Hydraulics Division, American Society of Civil
Engineers (February 1958).
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is susceptible of being adjusted to fit Arkansas River observations in a

manner similar to the adjustment to fit Missouri River data described by

D. C. Bondurant in a discussion of Laursen’s paper presented in the Novem-

ber 1958 Journal of the Hydraulics Division of the American Society of

Civil Engineers. An average relation curve based on data collected in

three sets of detailed sediment load and velocity measurements made on the

Arkansas River in the vicinity of Dardanelle and Morrilton, and plotted in

the form used by Laursen, is shown in fig. 3 together with the curve from

Laursen’s paper. As the Arkansas River sediment load measurements included

the suspended load only, the plotted data have been adjusted to approximate

the total bed material load by adding in values read from the curve desig-

nated “bed load” on Laursen’s graph. It will be noted that the bed load,

or load moving in contact with the bed, represents only a very small part

of the total bed material load. The curve based on Arkansas River data

falls in the general range of data presented by Mr. Bondurant for the

Missouri River at Omaha. The curves in fig. 3 are plotted as a relation

y/ To P
between the expressions ~ and

(07’:(; -1)’

the shear velocity at the streambed in feet per second, To

where ylTo P is

is the bound-

ary shear, or tractive force, at the streambed in pounds per square foot,

‘r’ is the boundary shear associated with the sediment particles in the
o
streambed, ~c is the critical tractive force for beginning of movement of

the sediment particles, P is the mass density of fluid (1.94 for water),

w is the fall velocity of sediment in feet per second, c is the concen-

tration of sediment in percent by weight, d is the diameter of sediment

particle (mean diameter of fractional size range) in feet, and D is the

depth of flow in feet. Additional pertinent equations are as follows:

‘r =
o

‘r’ =
o

‘I =

c

2
$

yDS = 28.25 ‘=
D

()

l/3
V ‘m
~lY

4d
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Fig. 3. Relation for sediment load, Laursen method



where y is the specific weight of water (62.4 lb per cu ft), S is the

energy gradient in feet per foot, n is the Manning roughness coefficient,

V is the mean velocity (q/D), dm is the median size of sediment par-

ticles in streambed in feet (considered representative of the grain rough-

ness of the bed), q is the discharge per foot width in cubic feet per

second per foot, and q
s

is the sediment load in tons per day per foot

width. Data on grain sizes and corresponding fall velocities for the

various size classes considered in this study are as follows:

Grain-Size
class Range, mm

Very fine sand 0.62 - 0.125

Fine sand 0.E5 - 0.250

Medium sand 0.250 - 0.500

Coarse sand 0.500 - 1.00

14. For use in the channel

Geometric Mean. ft

0.088 mm = 0.000285

0.1767 ~ = 0.000580

0.3533 mm= O.00W8

o.707~= 0.00232

design studies discussed

Fall Velocity
wat65F

ft/sec

o ● 021

0.068

o.1~

0.26

in this paper,

the Laursen sediment load relation as modified by the Arkansas River data

was converted into a more directly usable general relation between bed ma-

terial sediment load per foot width, qs y and the boundary shear, To , or

equaldy applicable product of depth and slope, DS . This relation is

shown in fig. 4, a separate curve being given for each grain-size class

range from very fine sand to coarse sand, inclusive. This relation was

developed for each grain-size class by assuming various combinations of

depth and velocity; computing corresponding values

(:: )
v To P

—-1 , —,and~ or DS ; obtaining
w o

the corresponding value

1 of c from the modified Laursen relation in fig. 3; and computing the1
~ corresponding value of qs . The values of u To p ad To or DS were

computed from the assumed depths and velocities by means of the equation

given above expressing To in terms of Manning’s flow formula. With a
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I

constant Manning’s n

fig. 4 for each grain

depth and velocity or

sediment load versus

, the curves of load versus DS or To shown in

size were uniquely defined for all combinations of

equivalent combinations of depth and slope. The

DS curves were computed initially using an arbi-

trarily assumed Manning’s n value of 0.023 in the determination of ~
o

and DS . Similar sets of curves were computed for various other n

values. By comparing the various sets of curves, a relation giving the

relative variation of load with variation in Manning’s n was developed

and is shown as a solid line in the small inset graph in fig. 4. Subse-

quently, it was found that for the channel studies discussed in this paper

the load curves of fig. 4 would correlate somewhat better with backwater

computations and data from

load relation of fig. 2 if

value of 0.028 also agreed

: \
5

24 \
3
23
>
=“
al .2

~

z

o
~ 1.0 \
; .8 ,

a

~ .6 \

05
~.4 \
-1

.3

.2-
.01 .02 .03 .04

MANNING “n. ”

Fig. 5. Relation of load
correction for nc val-
ues and Manning’s nc

the total discharge versus total bed material

the basic n value of 0.028 was assumed. The

more closely with n values determined for the

Arkansas River data used in modifying the

Laursen relation. An adjusted curve of relation

between relative load and n values for a basic

n of 0.028 is shown as a dashed line in the

small inset graph of fig. 4. This curve is also

shown in fig. 5. The curve agrees closely with

independently determined load correction factors

obtained by correlating average DS and n

values from backwater computations with load

values from fig. 2. The independently deter-

mined load correction factors are plotted for

comparison as circled points in fig. 5. In ef-

fect the correction factors serve to establish the position of curves of

load per foot width versus DS for any n value parallel to the basic

curves for each grain size.

15● The curves for the various grain-size classes shown in fig. 4

were computed in such a way that each curve gives the load per foot width

that would result for a streambed composed entirely of each of the indi-

vidual size classes. In determining the load for a bed composed of a sand

mixture, the load value for each size class is weighted by the percentage

factor by which that size class is represented in the bed mixture, and the
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weighted load values

for the various sizes

are then summed to ob-

tain the total bed ma-

terial load. A bed

material size, d
m>

of 0.25 mm was used as

the representative

size for grain rough-

ness in the bed in

computing the curves

of fig. 4, this size

being approximately

the average median

bed material size for

the Arkansas River

-L-+-+- +.} ------- +.–..+..-.+z+++-+z

SAND LOAD PER FOOT WIDTH IN TONS DAY

Fig. 6. Relation of DS (effective depth x water-
surface slope) to sand load per foot width

downstream from Dardanelle Dam under present conditions. Other sets of

curves based on other median bed material sizes can be developed for gen-

eral use at other locations having different bed composition and for use in

such studies as degradation studies which require consideration of varying

bed grain roughness and varying bed grain-size distributions. However, in

the computation of the equilibrium bed profile for dredging in the studies

covered by this paper, the bed material has been assumed to be constant at

the present average composition. In addition, it was found that with the

present average bed composition, the fine sand load curve is approximately

representative of the total bed material load. The fine sand load curve of

fig. 4 has, therefore, been adopted as the basic working curve for these

studies and has been repeated as fig. 6.

Modified bed material load

16. The modified sediment outflow from Dardanelle was estimated for

a 50-year period as mentioned previously. The computed bed material load

outflow ranges from 2.4 million tons per year at start of operation to

2 million tons per year about 12 years after all upstream reservoirs have

been in

year as

operation, thereafter increasing again to about

the storage capacity in the upstream reservoirs

111-15
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50 years. From a practical standpoint, these changes in sediment outflow

during the 50-year period are negligible. Although a greater percentage of

the sand load would pass through the spillway as the reservoir capacity is

depleted, the inflowing sand to Ozark and Dardanelle Reservoirs will be re-

duced in a compensating manner with coarsening of the upstream riverbed

which will be the main source of supply. The sediment load outflow for any

discharge was available during the 50-year period for use in the channel

studies.

17. In separate studies for estimating the amount and time sequence

of degradation downstream from Dardanelle Dam, the increase in bed material

load downstream from Dardanelle was estimated by reaches for a distance of

about 40 miles, or about halfway to Little Rock, during the 25-year period

following impoundment of the reservoir. Of particular interest herein is

the modified bed material load at the time of start of navigation. The

minimum depths for navigation should prevail at that time because, with the

degrading tendency under reduced sediment load, the bed level should be

progressively lowered thereafter with the passage of time. For the purpose

of studying the navigation channel, the sediment load 6 years after closure

of Dardanelle Dam has been assumed to conform to start of navigation. The

total bed material load plotted versus distance downstream from Dardanelle

in year 6 is shown in fig. 7 for two discharges for purpose of illustration.

RIVER MlLES ALONG NAVIGATION CHANNEL ABOVE MISSISSIPPI RIVER

Fig. 7. Total bed material versus distance
downstream from Dardanelle Dam 6 years

after closure of dam

It will be noted that

the load of sand pro-

gressively increases

downstream to the vicin-

ity of Little Rock where

it is estimated that

essentially complete re-

covery of the original

or natural load will

have occurred in year 6.

This means that at the

time, degradation of the

channel will be in prog-

ress between Dardanelle
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and Little Rock, but little significant degrading could be occurring down-

stream from there since the river would be carrying a capacity load of bed

material. The use of the natural and modified sediment load curves in

estimating the future channel is described subsequently.

Manning’s n values

.

s

,

18. The channel studies required separation of the channel and over-

bank discharges both for purpose of making backwater computations and in

estimating the movement of the sediment load. High-water marks and crest

stages have been obtained at various times in the past which, in conjunc-

tion with stages at gaging stations along the river, permitted drawing of

water-surface profiles for a range in discharges. By computing backwater

for rises near bank-full stages, main channel nc values were determined,

and by use of those values, the overbank discharges could be computed for

rises exceeding bank-full. Work of this nature has been done at various

times since 1943. These data were reviewed and additional estimates of

main channel n values were made by means of trial backwater computations

to check observed profiles based on more recent floods. As few high-water

soundings are available, the cross section elements used to compute the n

values were based largely on low-water surveys. The channel nc values

adopted increased as the discharge de-
.034

creased from 0.025 for 435,000 cfs to

0.033 at ~0,000 cfs as shown in
.032

fig. 8. Manning’s n values deter-

mined for use in the studies de- -=0030
scribed herein are somewhat higher

.g
z

than those customarily used for
z

s .028
\

streams of this type owing to the fact

that weighted average or effective .026

depths and corresponding effective

widths have been used in these studies .0240 1 2 3 4 5

as discussed later. The corresponding DISCHARGE IN 100, DOOC.F.S.

cross section conveyance factor Fig. 8. Manning’s n. versus
~*2/3 is somewhat

2/3
conventional AD

from the total area

larger than the
discharge (including both chan-

nel and overbank flow)
values computed

and mean depth or hydraulic radius. Higher n values
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are naturally associated with larger conveyance factors in Manning’s

formula.

19 ● The overbank was divided into areas which differed in ground

cover or land use, and overbank n values were assigned for these areas
o

by a study of the latest aerial mosaics and published data on roughness

coefficients for floodplain areas. Reference was made to the table “Mann-

ing Roughness Coefficient for Natural Stream Channels” in the Bureau of

Public Roads paper “Computation of Backwater Caused by Bridges,” October

1958, and to C. E. Ramser’s Soil Conservation papers “The Flow of Water in

the Main Diversion Floodway of the Little River Diversion District in

Southeast Missouri,” April 1939, and “Flow of Water in Drainage Channels,”

November 1929. Typical no values were in the range of 0.04 for sandbars

with scattered low brush, 0.06 for pastureland with low grass and scattered

timber, and 0.13 for moderately thick willow growth. A high degree of

accuracy in the overbank n values was not essential since the percent
o

of total flow carried by the overbank is small. For example, under present

conditions between Little Rock and Pine Bluff, 93 percent of a total flow

of 250,000 cfs and 89 percent of a total flow of 435,000 cfs are carried by

the main channel.

Adjustment of cross sec-
tions to stabilized and
realigned river channel conditions

20. The ultimate objective of the Arkansas River channel studies was

to estimate the cross-section elements of the river at the time of start of

navigation with the channel realignment and all dams and stabilization

works in place. However, it was necessary to proceed a step-at a time

starting with the available cross sections of the river. The first step

! was to tentatively adjust available cross sections of the existing channel

for realignment of the river with the normal bank stabilization works in

place. The 186-mile reach of the Arkansas River between Dardanelle and

Arkansas Post was divided into about 200 subreaches approximately 1/2

to 2 miles in length, and a typical cross section was developed for each
/

I subreach. For the most part these cross sections were of three general
1

I
types: crossing sections, sections representative of the upstream portion

of a bend, and sections representative of the downstream portion of a bend.
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Where recent surveyed ranges were available, an average section for sur-

veyed conditions was developed for each subreach, and the conveyance fac-
2/3tors of the cross section for a range of flows was computed by ZAD ,

where A is the area and D is the average depth in subsections of the

cross section. Fig. 9C illustrates how a typical cross section was

divided into subsections at the major breakpoints.

21. These average cross sections for surveyed conditions were then

modified to reflect the changes which could be expected as a result of sta-

bilization and rectification work fixing the banks, modifying the radius of

curvature of bends, contracting the channel to concentrate the flow in

wide and shallow, or braided, sections into a single deep channel, and

modifying the slope of the river by the construction of cutoffs. These

modifications were based on studies of characteristics of existing stable

reaches of the stream, their shape, width, maximum depth, and sediment

carrying capacity. Design curves used as a guide for maximum depths in

bends as a

a function

22 ●

would have

function of radius of curvature, and depths of crossings as

of width are shown in fig. 9b.

As a first approximation it was assumed that the subreaches

approximately the same conveyance factor for various discharges

after stabilization and rectification as at the present time; therefore,

the value of ZAD
2/3

was kept approximately the same when the cross sec-

tion was adjusted for improved channel conditions. For example, where the

concave bank in a bend was stabilized and an appreciable change was made

in the radius of curvature of the stream, the cross section was modified

to conform generally to an existing stable section of comparable radius of

curvature, and the depths were refined so that EAD2/3 remained essen-

tially constant. In subreaches where the channel had changed significantly

since the latest survey, hypothetical sections were developed from the
I
! latest aerial mosaics, earlier surveys, and the characteristics of1

similar stable sections.

e Backwater computations
1

/
23. Backwater computations were made for a range of discharges up to

-a the maximum modified discharge of record using the tentative cross sectionsf

I described above. Separate channel and overbank distances were determined

as required for reaches represented by the respective cross sections. The
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Manning formula is applicable in the form shown below. Plots of water sur.

face elevation versus the applicable ratios in the formula were prepared

for convenience in making the computations.

Fall =
A D2/3 A D’fi Ilc ~“
cc

L

00—+—
n n ()_qc 0

2

Where Q is the discharge, L is the length of reach, A is the cross-

sectional area, D is the effective mean depth, and n is the friction

factor. The subscript t is total, c is the movable bed part of the

cross section, o is the nonmovable bed part. For example, Ac is the

main channel area except where contraction dikes are used, in which case it

represents the remaining part of the channel area (see fig. 9a).

‘4. The primary departure from the usual method of computing back-

water is the use of the “effective mean depth” and “effective width.” As

described subsequently herein, the shape of the cross section of the chan-

nel must be defined in terms of the water-surface width and mean depth.

The channel shape varies widely from near-rectangular on crossings to tri-

angular in sharp bends. Therefore, the depths and widths were weighted

according to the concentration of discharge across the section or by the.
~2j3

conveyance factor, > of subareas to obtain effective mean depths and

widths. As illustrated in fig. 9c, each cross section was divided into

subsections at major brea~oints in the bottom, and the overbank and chan-
2/3

nel were also separated. The factor AD was computed for each sub-
2/3

section and multiplied by the depth in the subsection (D AD ). The
I
{ effective depth was then computed as shown in the tables in fig. 9C as:I

Effective D =
~D AD2/3

p

and the effective width =
ZAD2/3
~

It wild.be noted that for a perfectly rectangular channel theI
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. conventionally determined

the same as the effective

width in effect define an

nonrectangular sections.

actual mean depths and

values. The effective

equivalent rectangular

Adjustment of cross sections for
continuity of natural sediment load

actual surface widths are

mean depth and effective

section for the

25. In an alluvial stream like the Arkansas River the channel cross

section at any location is developed by the flow pattern under the prevail-

ing discharge, the bed material load, and the type of material comprising

the bed. Most of the available cross sections were obtained from surveys

made at low stages, the riverbed configuration reflecting the accumulated

effect of the random flow conditions which existed immediately before the

survey was made. Surveys made at the same locations have indicated that

the bed elevation may vary as much as 20 ft because of differences in

antecedent flow conditions. Also, the riverbed surveyed at a given high

stage may range widely because the discharge and sediment load were not

constant for a sufficient period to develop a typical shape for that stage.

Thereforej to afford an adequate and systematic basis for study of the

channel, it was considered necessary to adjust further the channel depths

of the realigned channel for uniform flow and constant natural sand load

conditions for each of the several discharges ranging up to about the maxi-

mum modified flood of record. The method used involved combining the basic

relation of bed material load per foot width of channel, as described

previously, with the Manning flow formula.

26. The Manning formula was arranged in the following form:

2 3/7

(

5280x q~x nc
D=

2.21 DS )

Where D is the effective mean depth of the movable bed part of the main

channel, q is the discharge per foot of width of main channel, or mova-
C

ble bed channel, S is the hydraulic slope (assumed to be the same as the

water-surface slope), nc is the channel roughness factor for the appli-

cable river discharge, and DS

The constant 5280 is introduced

S in feet per mile and DS in

is the product of the mean depth and slope.

in the equation to permit use of the slope

feet squared per mile.
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27. An example for adjusting the mean depth at a cross section to

equilibrium conditions for a uniform load is shown below.

Given:

Total river discharge, cfs

Main channel discharge, cfs

Effective width of main channel, ft

qc , Cfs

Total natural sand load for n = 0.0264 from
fig. 10, tons/days

qs j sand load P- foot of main channel width,
assuming all sand carried by main channel,
tons/day

Cls for n of 0.028 = 512x 0.865= 512x 1/1.157,
where thg load correction factor 1.157 is ob-
tained from the circled point for n = 0.0264
in fig. 5.

DS from fig. 6, sq ft/mile

Effective mean depth adjusted,

(
3/7

D=
5280x (174)2 (0.0264)2

2.21x 20.5 )
= 28.4 f-t

500

400

300
h
i
Q 200
0
0
0
.4
z

~ 100
a

<

5

~ 60

40
3010 20 3040 60 100 200 400 1,0002,000

NATURALSAND LOADIN 1,000TONSDAY

I

I
,

250,000

241,000

1,385

174

710,000

512

443

20.5

Fig. 10. Discharge ver-
sus natural sand load
(based on measurements

at Little Rock)

The step for computing qs for n = 0.028 outlined above is equivalent to

and substitutes for making use of a separate load curve for an n value

of 0.0264 to determine DS . As discussed previously, the separate load

curve, if shown, would be parallel to the basic curve for n = 0.028

on fig. 6, and its position is defined relative to the basic curve by

the load correction factor 1.157 for an n value of 0.0264. In effect,

the basic curve is used only to establish the slope of the functional
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relation between load per foot width and DS .

28. It will be noted that if the main channel is contracted, as with

dikes, the sand load per foot of width is increased, and from fig. 6 re-

sults in an increase in DS which appears in the denominator of the equa-

tion. However, the discharge per foot of width of the movable bed (qc),

which appears in the numerator, will increase more so that the depth is

always increased for a contraction of the channel. Furthermore, a reduc-

tion in sand load per foot width results in a reduction in DS (fig. 6)

which also results in an increase in the depth. Attention is invited to

the assumption that all the sand load is carried by the main channel.

Although the finer silt and clay particles are uniformly dispersed, the

heavier sand load is largely concentrated in the deeper channel. As stated

previously, about 90 percent of all the flow is carried by the main channel.

Computations for a typical cross section indicate that more than99-1/2

percent of the sand load is carried in the main channel.

29. The effective mean depth adjusted for uniform flow of water and

sand was determined for each cross section used in the backwater computa-

tions. However, to compute the bed elevation, an actual rather than effec-

tive depth must be subtracted from the water surface. The actual mean

channel depth was known for the basic plotted cross sections by dividing

the cross-sectional area by the surface width. The effective mean depths

were also computed for the basic cross section. The ratio of the actual

and effective mean depths determined from the basic cross sections times

the adjusted effective mean depths gave the adjusted actual mean depths.

30. Subtraction of the actual mean depth from the water-surface pro-

files obtained by the backwater computations would afford a separate mean

bed profile for each of the discharges. However, the bed elevation of the

deeper part of the river comprising the navigation channel is needed rather

than the mean bed level across the entire main channel. The highest bed

elevation in the lowest 250-ft width of the channel was adopted for mea-

suring navigable depths since this is about the minimum width for naviga-

tion. As the shape of the cross section depends on the direction of flow

and the flow pattern, the depth in the 250-ft width cannot be computed

analytically. Therefore, empirical relations were developed between mean

depth and the depth in the deeper 250-ft width, based on the surveyed
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DEPTH TO 250 FOOT WIDTH IN FEET

Fig. 11. Mean depth versus depth for
250-ft width for a nearly rectangular

channel cross section

cross sections, as shown in figs. 11 and 12.

:WftiYED
1.0 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19

ADJUSTMENT FACTOR FOR SHAPE ‘- ‘-

D 250

D25a rOCtmWlar,h.C-

Fig. 12. Correction factors
for channel shapes other

than rectangular

Fig. 11 shows the mean depth

versus the depth for 250 ft with channel width as parameter for a near-

rectangular-shaped cross section. The actual adjusted mean depth and the

actual adjusted surface width were used to enter the figure. The correc-

tion factors for shapes other than rectangular ones were obtained from

fig. 12.

31. With the final actual depths for the 250-ft width of realigned

channel under uniform natural sediment load condition obtained, those

depths were subtracted from the water-surface profiles estimated by back-

water computations to obtain the bed elevations. The water-surface pro-

files and corresponding bed elevations for ~0,000 and 250,000 cfs are shown

for illustration for Pool No. 7 in fig. 13. The effect of discharge on the

bed profile depends on the

larger discharge tended to

where the overbank flow is

shape of the cross section. In general, the

lower the computed bed profile in bendways or

relatively small, and to raise the bed level on

crossings, which is in accordance with observations on the Arkansas River

and other alluvial streams.

Water-surface slope

32. It will be noted that in the above-described

or corrections

those computed

were made in the

in the backwater

water-surface

computations.
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sediment load, with the depth, D , computed and DS known, a new slope

can be obtained as:

DS
Slope = ~

If an increase in depth is determined, the slope will always be reduced

provided the channel friction factor nc remains unchanged, and a correc-

tion in slope is then necessary which will in turn change the water-surface

elevations from those obtained by the backwater computations, and therefore

the bed elevations shown in fig. 13. However, the channel nc values were

assumed to increase over those determined from experienced conditions be-

cause of the extensive revetment and dike system provided under the normal

bank stabilization plan. Estimates made indicated that an increase in nc

value of about 5 percent would compensate for the computed flattening of

the slope and raise the water-surface profiles back up to those determined

by backwater computations. The channel model study at the Waterways Ex-

periment Station, as subsequently described herein, indicated an increase

in n values and an increase in slope for high flows as a result of chan-
C

nel contraction. Therefore, no correction was made in the slopes where

contraction works alone were involved in channel deepening as in the case

for the data described above. Note that an assumption of flatter slopes

and the related lower water-surface profiles would have resulted in lower

bed elevations than shown, which would not have been conservative with re-

spect to establishing the normal pool elevations for navigation. However,

the falls through the reaches were computed by the ratio DS/D for use in

a subsequent step described below.

Adjustment of cross-section
elements for modified sedi-
ment load with dams in Place

33. With the channel elements determined for natural load conditions

for the improved channel as described above, the next step was to make fur-

ther channel adjustments to obtain the controlling riverbed profiles under

modified sediment-load conditions at the time of start of navigation (6

years after closure of Dardanelle) and with the navigation locks and dams

in place. As described previously, the load would be

the vicinity of Little Rock. The work entailed first

reduced downstream to

assuming locations
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for the dams, then the new equilibrium bed elevation was computed in the

250-ft width of channel under the modified sediment loads at time of start

of navigation. The basic method used was the same as described above. A

variation from the previous computations was the adjustment of the fall

through each reach for the flattening of the water-surface slope owing to

reduced sediment load. This was done by computing the fall through each
DS

subreach by the equation S = ~ using the DS value corresponding to the

reduced load, subtracting this value from the fall computed from the same

formula as described in the preceding paragraph, and subtracting this dif-

ference from the fall determined by backwater computations for the basic

cross sections. This gave the adjusted fall in each reach for the reduced

sediment load and the accumulation of falls gave the adjusted water-surface

profile. With the new water surface known and the depth computed, the

bottom elevation under modified sediment load for 250,000 cfs was computed.

34. While the spillway gates would be fully open for the discharge

Of 250,000 cfs, the constriction caused by the piers, lock, and embankments

would create a swellhead at each dam. The higher elevations as indicated

in fig. 13 with the dams in place are caused by this swellhead.

Adjustment of cross-section ele-
ments for special contraction dikes

35 ● As mentioned previously, in addition to the regular bank stabi-

lization and realignment works, special contraction dikes are planned for

several miles downstream from each dam to increase the concentration of

flow and cause deepening of the channel. The special dikes are similar to

the regular dikes except that on crossings a trace width as small as 1000

ft was provided as compared to about 1400 ft for the regular training dikes.

36. The last step in the computations was to determine the depths

and riverbed elevations for the additional contraction of the main channel.

With the reduced widths selected, the resulting increased depths and lower

bed elevations were computed by the procedure used before. As before, no

flattening of the slope was used in those computations where channel deep-

ening is caused by contraction alone. The depths were subtracted from the

water surface determined previously for the reduced sediment load condi-

tions. It is apparent that the effect of the reduced sediment load on

channel depths and water-surface slopes had to be computed before the
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effect of the additional channel contraction could be determined, rather

than combining the computations into a single step. The final equilibrium

bed elevation is shown as a dashed line in fig. 13.

37. As previously indicated, the equilibrium bed is the nonscoring

or filling configuration created by a certain flow pattern, or direction of

flow, under a specified discharge, load, and bed material size. As the

equilibrium bed varies with discharge, computations were required for sev-

eral discharges to determine which created the highest or controlling bed

elevation at the respective cross sections. The equilibrium bed also de-

pends on the bed material sizes, whereas it will be noted that the computa-

tions do not provide for any change in the material forming the bed. Any

natural degradation would tend to coarsen the bed material. However, since

it is planned to dredge in the head of each pool, thus removing part of the

bed surface, the bed material at the new bed elevation under equilibrium

status would not depart greatly from that for the original cross sections.

The effect of the coarsening of the bed where no dredging was performed was

taken into account in computing the reduced bed material load, as

previously described.

Dredging

38. Dredging in the head of pools where depths would be critical for

navigation is required to attain the equilibrium bed at time of start of

navigation because of the slow natural degradation process and also as

armoring by the coarser material would theoretically prevent ever fully

reaching it by natural scour. A dredge can operate more efficiently by

excavating a deeper and narrower cut than would normally conform to the

relatively shallow depth of material above the equilibrium bed level.

Therefore, the proposed dredging would remove in a relatively narrow, deep

cut, a volume of material equivalent to that between the cross sections of

the bed at time of start of navigation and the equilibrium bed cross sec-

tion so that the river could readily mold it to the estimated equilibrium

shape. A typical dredge cut is indicated on the cross section of fig. 9a.

The bed profile at time of start of navigation without dredging and the

final equilibrium bed profile are shown in fig. 13, the difference in the

profiles indicating the material to be dredged as noted. Ample space for

spoiling of the dredged material is available in dike systems and on the
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relatively high convex bars within the river channel. Placement of the

spoil in this manner will provide further contraction to the main channel

flow and thus further encourage deepening of the channel by scour of the

bed. Since dredging would be undertaken during low water, the bed profile

at time of start of navigation is shown for a small discharge of low water,

and since the crossings which are the shallowest part of the river, would

tend to be highest during high discharges, the equilibrium bed profile is

computed for a high discharge. For purpose of illustration, the equilib-

rium bed is shown for the discharge of 250JO00 cfs.

Regulation of the pools

39 ● Another factor related to computing the riverbed level is the

plan of regulation of the pools and the backwater created by the locks and

dams. No detailed plan of regulation has been studied for each of the

pools, but most of the bed material load will be carried by the higher

flows when all spillway gates will be fully open, resulting in essentially

open river conditions. However, the locks and dams will cause some back-

water even with all gates open, and a higher computed water surface will

tend to raise the bed level correspondingly since the computed depths are

subtracted from the water surface to obtain the bed elevations. In other

words, backwater would eventually cause sufficient deposition to attain a

higher equilibrium bed than otherwise, and the mechanics of the method fol-

lowed simulated that situation. The effect of backwater at the dams is

shown in the example in fig. 13.

40. When pooled stages prevail in conjunction with the

charges there will be a tendency for deposition to occur, but

the natural bed material carried at such times small, but the

smaller dis-

not only is

supply from

upstream will be cut off at Dardanelle and the relatively slack-water con-

dition in the navigation pools will reduce the tractive force on the bed

so that only a relatively small load can be initially entrained from the

riverbed to create a deposition problem farther downstream. Therefore,

the smaller flows under pooled conditions are expected to have little

influence in forming the riverbed.

Channel model tests at
Waterways Experiment Station

41. A generalized model study was conducted at the Waterways
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Experiment Station of a 10-mile reach of the Arkansas River between Little

!

1

Rock and Pine Bluff to investigate the effects of various types of control

works on channel stability and sediment transport with normal sediment load.

The model was constructed to a horizontal scale of 1:150 and a vertical

scale of 1:36, resulting in a geometric distortion of 4.17. To provide

satisfactory sediment transport in the model, a supplementary slope of

0.27 ft per mile was used, giving a slope scale of 5.7:1. The overbank

areas were molded in concrete, and the movable bed portion was originally

molded to October 1957 prototype conditions, using sand with a median diam-

eter of 0.2 mm. The time scale was such that a prototype day was repro-

duced in 10 min in the model; the rate of introducing bed material and the

discharge scale were varied with stage.

42. Following adjustment of the model, a base test was made with the

channel rectified and stabilized according to the normal bank stabilization

plan for the river; that is, the concave banks were revetted and the cross-

ings contracted to 1200 or 1400 ft. The efficacy of plans of supplemental

improvements were then compared to conditions in this base test. Several

runs were made for each plan in an attempt to obtain equilibrium sediment

load conditions, each run being one reproduction of the experienced 1957

discharge hydrography.

As. Because of time limitations most plans were not tested to sta-

bility, and the effects of the various features tested were not fully

developed. Certain arbitrary assumptions were also made, such as the use

of a specific discharge hydrographyfor testing and the lower tailwater con-

trol to reflect the effect of a dredged channel used in some runs. However,

the results do indicate that by proper local contraction additional depths

can be attained, and the tests provide general indications of the type of

effects produced by the various regulative measures investigated, as

follows:

a. Installation of a large dredge cut without an appreciable
reduction in sediment load and construction of control
structures would not be effective as the dredged cut would
soon refill.

b. Regulating structures which increase the radius of curvature
of a bend provide a more uniform channel cross section and
improve the alignment of the channel over the crossings.
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In bends, longitudinal dikes provide a more efficient chan-
nel than spur dikes, improve flow conditions and channel
cross section, and reduce the amount and extent of shoaling
in the crossings.

Extending training works on a concave bank downstream into
the crossing improves the alignment of the channel through
the crossing, reduces shoaling in the crossing, and improves
flow conditions in the next bend downstream by reducing the
tendency for a point bar to develop there.

Dredged spoil and willow growth on convex bars improve the
alignment, depth, and shape of channel through the bend.
Such spoil banks require only minor protection except at
the upstream end.

Contracting the channel to 1000 ft through the crossings in-
creases navigation depths and improves channel alignment.
This degree of contraction and the placing of dredged spoil
and willow growth on convex bars simultaneously increased
water-surface slopes at high flows significantly.

Backwater computations for model test conditions indicated
that channel n values were greater in reaches with spur
dikes than in uncontrolled or revetted reaches, but that
with longitudinal structures along the channelward ends of
spur dikes the effect of the dikes on the channel roughness
would be minimized. Backwater computations indicated that
constricting the crossings to 1000 ft with channel-line
structures in bends and simulating accretion and willow
growth on convex bars increased n values to approximately
those which obtained for spur dikes. Low-1evel spur groins
in crossings increased n values drastically, but low-level
longitudinal groins did not produce any discernible increase
in n value.

Spur levees were tested along with other factors so their
effect was not isolated. However, they would be effective
only during infrequent extreme high flows and would not
supplement other structures in maintaining a navigable
channel during normal flow periods.

Low-level spur groins in crossings to provide additional
contraction to 600 ft at low flows increased the depths over
the crossings but as some of them were transverse to the
direction of flow, they produced considerable backwater
and undesirable shoaling upstream.

Low-level longitudinal groins in crossings to provide addi-
tional contraction to 600 ft at low flows were effective in
fixing the location and alignment of the crossings and pro-
duced some lowering of the controlling elevations over the
crossings. As they were parallel to the flow they offered
practically no resistance.

44. Complete details of this model study are given inU. S. Army
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Engineer Waterways Experiment Station Technical Report No. 2-608, August

1962, entitled Development and Maintenance of Navigation Channel, Arkansas

River, Arkansas and Oklahoma; Hydraulic Model Investigation.

45. A similar model study of the reach of river in the vicinity of a

specific damsite on the lower Arkansas River is currently under way at the

Waterways Experiment Station in Vicksburg, Mississippi, using a movable bed

of granulated coal. Results of this study to date confirm the feasibility

of developing and maintaining a deepened channel by means of a reasonable

amount of contraction by dikes and revetments.

Flume tests on the armoring
effect of gravel at St. An-
thony Falls Hydraulic Laboratory

46. As mentioned previously, when the bed material load now carried

by the river is reduced by the storage projects, the degradation process

will be retarded by formation of an armoring layer of the coarser sized

material forming the bed. This not only affects the riverbed elevation

resulting from natural scour, but also is a primary factor in the modified

bed material load which is used to compute the equilibrium riverbed level

as previously described. While an effort was made to account for the

armoring effect of gravel in determining the loads, there is no generally

accepted engineering analysis for the problem. Therefore, early in 1959,

controlled flume tests were undertaken at the St. Anthony Falls Hydraulic

Laboratory.

47. A sand-gravel mixture comparable to that on the lower Arkansas

River was used in the flume studies. All tests were made by introducing

clear water into the flume, or for zero sediment inflow. The studies were

of two types: small-scale exploratory tests, and full-scale tests. In the

small-scale tests observations were made of the degradation process on a

bed initially composed of a homogeneous sand-gravel mixture. For each run

the initial tractive force was greater than critical for all material in

the bed, and as degradation proceeded, the slope flattened and the tractive

force decreased to that of the critical value for the top layer of material

which had accumulated on the bed when stability was reached. The initial.

tractive force was increased for each succeeding run, and the armor layer,

approximately one grain-diameter thick, progressively coarsened.
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48. In the full-scale tests, an 18-in. sand bed was covered with an

armor layer of 20-mm gravel 3 grain-diameters thick, and the tests were

largely devoted to observations of the natural development and healing of

a scour hole in the bed, of phenomena at flow having a tractive force about

critical for the armor material, and of the effect of an obstruction at the

boundary on the gravel layer. ‘I’hetests indicated that if excessive trac-

tive force is localized and the mean value is less than critical for the

armor, a scour hole will stabilize and armor itself; that if the mean trac-

tive force is about critical for the armor material, some of the fines will

be leached out as the gravel is transported, the bed will be lowered, but

the gravel blanket will remain essentially intact; and that if the tractive

force is appreciably above critical for the armor, the gravel blanket will

be disrupted and destroyed.

Results of Channel Studies

49. The estimated bed profiles for the 250-ft minimum width of navi-

gation channel between Arkansas Post and Dardanelle Dam under present con-

ditions, at the time of start of navigation, and for the computed equilib-

rium bed conditions with all works in place for the adopted plan of devel-

opment are shown in fig. 14. It will be noted that the equilibrium bed

provides a minimum depth of 12 ft below the normal pools. The 8 low-lift

locks and dams shown in the reach of river between Dardanelle Dam and the

vicinity of Arkansas Post compare with an earlier plan considered which in-

cluded 13 low-lift locks and dams in the same reach with locations and pool

elevations matched to the natural profile of the river. Thus, taking ad-

vantage of the degrading tendencies of the river after construction of the

large dams made it possible to eliminate 5 locks and dams in this reach of

the river. Similarly, 2 locks and dams are being eliminated in the reach

between Short Mountain Dam and the head of Ozark Reservoir, and by a relo-

cation of Ozark Dam site in conjunction with dredging and contraction, it

now appears possible to eliminate a low-lift lock and dam previously con-

sidered between Ozark Dam and the head of Dardanelle Reservoir. Thus, a

total of 8 low-lift navigation locks and dams out of a previous total of

18 are being eliminated by taking advantage of degradation with dredging,
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contraction works, and adjustment of damsites. As the cost of the dredging

and contraction work is far less than the cost of locks and dams, a consid.

erable overall reduction in project costs will be realized with added bene.

fits through an increase in head for hydroelectric power generation at

Dardanelle, Ozark, and Short Mountain Dams.

50 ● It is, of course, to be expected that a considerable amount of

maintenance dredging will be required in the early years of the project

because of local shifting of material into the dredged charnel from bars

and from the undredged part of the main river channel. However, the main-

tenance dredging can be kept to a minimum and dependable navigation can be

assured by dredging the initial channel to sufficient depth and width to

provide space for deposition of the shifting bed material and by use of

advance maintenance dredging. The greater the amount of initial dredging

is, the less the amount of material available for shoaling will be. As

indicated before, navigable depths will improve and maintenance dredging

requirements will diminish as time goes on as the effects of reduction in

load progress downstream, as degradation continues, as a stabilizing

armoring of the bed with coarser material develops, and as the supply

of material in the streambed diminishes.
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CHAPTER IV

CHANNEL STABILIZATION ON THE ARKANSAS RIVEN

by

John L. Bush**

Synopsis

The project for improvement of the Arkansas River to
be examined was authorized by the Rivers and Harbors Act of
lgb6. The project involves the integration of developments
for navigation, flood control, hydroelectric power, and re-
lated features into a single overall project. The naviga-
tion feature of the project provides a navigation route
from Catoosa, Okla., to the Mississippi River.

The Arkansas River in Oklahoma is a meandering stream
with an unstable channel; the banks are subject to extensive
caving; sandbars and gravel shoals are numerous in the chan-
nel and change with every rise; the meanders frequently de-
velop small radii of curvature; and pools are relatively
deep and are connected by shallow, shifting, shoaled
crossings.

The reach of the river from Wilsons Rock, Okla., to
Fort Smith, Ark., was selected as a prototype test reach
in which various types of structures were to be installed
to establish a stable channel suitable for navigation. The
design and use of the structures for bank stabilization
were further complicated by the necessity for integration
of this work into the navigation features of the overall
project.

Described herein are the structures used and the work
accomplished on the essentially complete reach from Wilsons
Rock to Fort Smith. The design of the structures used and
the work being accomplished on the reach from Short Mountain
to Wilsons Rock are also described.

Natural Characteristics of the River

Description and topography of the basin

1. The drainage basin of the Arkansas River above the Short Mountain

*

**

Reprinted from the Journal of the Waterways and Harbors Division,
Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers, vol 88, No.
WW2 (May 1962), by permission of the publisher.
U. S. Army Engineer District, Tulsa, Oklahoma.
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I
Fig. 1. Arkansas River watershed

\

Dam site covers an

area of approximately

148,000 square miles

and covers parts of the

states of Colorado,

New Mexico, Kansas,

Oklahoma, Texas, and

Missouri. It is bor-

dered on the north by

the Missouri River

basin, on the northeast

by the White River basin, and on the south by the Red River basin (fig. 1).

2. The topography of the Arkansas River basin is mountainous west of

Canon City, Colo. (mile 1322), and is “rugged” through the foothills from

that locality to the vicinity of Pueblo, Colo. (mile 1279), where it

changes abruptly to the undulating terrain of the Great Plains. The

Great Plains extend eastward to the vicinity of Hutchinson, Kans. (mile

819), to merge into an area of rolling prairies and broken hills lying in

eastern Kansas and in Oklahoma. The elevation at the source of the stream

is approximately 11,500 ft above mean sea level (elevation 11,500) and the

elevation at the Short Mountain Dam site is about k20 ft above mean sea

level (elevation 42o). The average annual precipitation varies from ap-

proximately 12.5 in. in the vicinity of Las Animas, Colo., to approximately

40 in. in the vicinity of Fort Smith, Ark.

3* In the reach from Short Mountain to Fort Smith the river meanders

through a sandy streambed that varies in width from 600 to 3000 ft. The

width of the floodplain varies from 1000 ft to approximately 4 miles.

Shale or sandstone ledges are exposed on both banks at several locations

throughout the reach. Bedrock in the channel is generally shallow and

averages about 21 ft below mean low water level. The slope of the river

is approximately 1 ft per mile.

Discharges and annual pattern of flow

4. The maximum flood of record at Short Mountain occurred in May

1943 with a discharge of 855,ooo

and August 1934 with a discharge

cfs. The minimum flow occurred in July

of about 200 cfs. Bank-full capacity in
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this reach is approximately 150,000 cfs. The computed average annual flows

for the period of lgas through 1957 vary from a minimum of 58s1 cfs to a

maximum of 71)260 cfs, with a mean of 29,78o cfs.

5* Flooding of improved farmland occurs along the entire reach of

the Arkansas River in Oklahoma and Arkansas. Upstream from the mouth of

the Verdigris River, however, large floods are relatively infrequent and

are usually of short duration. Wrge floods on the lower Arkansas River

usually originate in the reach between the mouth of the Verdigris River and

Fort Smith. The crests of major floods from this reach are reduced down-

stream from Fort Smith unless augmented by runoff from the tributaries in

Arkansas. No single flood has produced the maximum stage throughout the

entire reach of the Arkansas River in Oklahoma and Arkansas. Floods occur

more frequently during the spring months, but records show that large

floods may occur at any time during the year. From April 1940 to August

1961 the river has been above flood stage 44 times at Short Mountain Dam

site for periods ranging from 1

floods have lasted more than 10

less.

Sediment load

day to 56 days. Approximately hO~ of these

days and about 35% have lasted 5 days or

6. The suspended sediment load in the Arkansas River at Short Moun-

tain is approximately 95,000,000 tons per year. With an average annual

flow of 34,000 Cfs, the mean sediment content is approximately 0.27~ by

weight. In comparison with other large streams in the United States, the

total suspended load in the Arkansas River is exceeded only by the Missis-

sippi, the Missouri, and the Colorado Rivers. The Arkansas River probably

resembles the middle Missouri River more closely than any other stream in

the United States from the standpoint of channel size, streamflow, and

sediment characteristics.

Bank erosion

7. The Arkansas River meanders quite freely through its floodplain,

with bends of alternating curvature generally migrating downstream and

gradually elongating their loops to the point where natural cutoffs occur.

One such cutoff occurred in 1957 in the McNabb Bottom area, approximately

10

on

miles below Short Mountain. This may be seen in fig. 2a. Bank caving

concave banks causing a recession of from 200 to 300 ft has been a
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(a)

BEFORE INITIAL

CONSTRUCTION

(b)
AUGUST 1961

Fig. 2. Development of Arkansas River, Short Mountain to Fort Smith
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common occurrence, and a recession of as much as 1200 ft has been experi-

enced during a single flood period. The radius of curvature under natural

conditions varies from approximately 2000 to 30,000 ft.

8. From 1943 to 1952, the most serious and extensive bank caving

occurred in the Moffett Bottom and in the Braden Bend areas upstream from

Fort Smith. Bank recession in the Moffett Bottom amounted to approximately

3000 ft during this period, and U. S. Highway 64 was threatened. In the

Braden Bend area, the Kansas City Southern Railway branch line to Fort

Smith was washed out and had to be abandoned. There was also the possi-

bility that the river would form a new channel into the Poteau River from

Braden Bend. Fig. 2a shows how close the two channels were in 1951.

Current Pro,iect

9* The current project for improvement of the Arkansas River was

authorized by the River and Harbor Act of 1946. The plan involves the in-

tegration of developments for navigation, flood control, hydroelectric

power, and related features into a single overall project. It provides a

navigation route from Catoosa, okla., to the Mississippi River, including

seven multiple-purpose reservoirs in eastern Oklahoma. Until this Act was

passed, bank stabilization had been constructed on an emergency basis at

critical locations where it was necessary to protect highways, levees,

bridges, utility crossings, and other improvements of national importance.

10 ● The Flood Control Act of 1948 authorized a bank stabilization

project at Braden Bend, Okla., to prevent bank caving and the eventual

confluence of the Arkansas and Poteau Rivers at approximately Poteau River

mile 6. It was later realized that this proposed work could not be inte-

grated economically into the navigation features of the multiple-purpose

plan. An alternative plan was submitted and

tween Wilsons Rock and Fort Smith that would

tion at Braden Bend and would provide a more

for navigation. This was the first reach of

realignment and stabilization of the channel

Fig. 2a shows this reach of the river before

approved for the reach be-

relieve the critical condi-

suitable channel alignment

the river for which complete

were approved and constructed.

the work was started. The

I

parallel lines show the proposed channel alignment. Fig. 2b shows the

development of the channel as of August 1961.
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Availability of ma-
terials and equipment

-“

11. Stone for structures is available locally throughout the reach

with a maximum truck haul distance of approximately 9 miles. Piling and

mattress lumber must be shipped from southern Arkansas and Louisiana, and

the nearest source of commercially produced sand and gravel is at

Van Buren, Ark. Access to banks is generally available over county roads

and private property. The use of floating equipment is limited by low

flows during drought periods. Normal construction equipment such as trucks,

tractors, shovels, and draglines is readily available in the area.

Factors Influencing Choice of Stabilization Works

Future navigation

12 ● A stable channel of suitable alignment is inherent in the de-

velopment of a navigation project to preclude flanking of the locks and

dams as well as for navigation. The Arkansas River in its natural state

would not provide such a channel. The stabilized channel trace width in

this reach is 1000 ft, and the radius of the curvature varies from 8000

to 16)000ft. The trace width is based on studies of the shape of cross

sections in naturally stable bends and crossings to determine what design

width the stream could be expected to maintain without developing center

bars and split channels. For economy of construction and maintenance, it

is considered that an 8000-ft radius of curvature is the minimum desirable

radius. The natural meander pattern of the stream and the suitability of

bends of such a radius for navigation have also been considered. The chan-

nel alignment is designed to follow the relatively stable banks where pos-

sible, in order to use bank paving revetment on the concave side of the

curves. Dikes are provided where it is necessary to divert the channel

away from the natural banks. Cutoff channels are provided where it is

impossible to follow the existing channel of the river.

Low flows

13. Low flows in this reach of the Arkansas River make the use of

floating

Dredging

construction equipment impossible for long periods of time.

machines of suitable size are not available locally and under
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normal conditions would have to be dismantled, shipped by land to the site,

and reassembled before they could be used on the project. Most structures

are designed so that they can be constructed with land-based equipment or

a minimum quantity of floating equipment.

Cost of materials and labor

14 ● Wood piles, luniberfor mattress, and sand and gravel for backing

under riprap are all relatively high in cost in this area. Stone is read-

ily available and is the most economical material for the construction of

dikes and revetment. Experience has shown that a level of bank protection

that is equivalent to that attained with a 10-in. layer of graded stone

underlain with a filter blanket of sand and gravel can be attained, at a

lower cost, with approximately 15 in. of

with fines.

Rate of bank erosion

15. The high rate of bank erosion

suitably graded quarry-run stone

and the relatively high frequency

of floods during wet years make it necessary to change the type of struc-

tures used as the work progresses. In some cases, bank recession has

amounted to several hundred feet after the construction work was begun.

TWmes of Structures Used

Pile dikes and pile revetments

~6. Wood piling has been used for many years in the construction of

dikes and revetments to stabilize riverbanks and to protect property and

structures from loss or damage by floodwater. Dikes have been constructed

of single piles in single or multiple rows, piles driven to form rectan-

gular cells that are filled with brush or stone fill, piles driven in

groups of three or more, piles clumped together at the tops, and used in

single or multiple rows. A mattress made of woven willows or boards and

weighted down with graded stone has been used to prevent scour of the

riverbed in the area of the piling. Pile dikes and revetments composed

of double rows of three pile clumps with a lmber mattress weighted down

with graded stone were used when the present project was begun in 1953.

17. Some construction difficulties became apparent during low

flows when floating equipment could not be used for pile driving or for

Iv-8
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mattress weaving. The cost of mattress also went up as a result of in-

creased labor costs, and the cost of quarry-run stone, which could be

hauled and placed by trucks, was gradually decreasing. The use of lumber

mattress has been discontinued and stone fill is being used for the control

of scour around the piling. It is interesting to note that in 1952, under

the first contract bid in this area, the cost of graded stone, in place

for ballastj was $5.40 per ton, and the cost of quarry-run stone in dikes

was $4.00 per ton. The bid price on 15 November 1961 for quarry-run stone

was $1.00 per ton in place.

18. The pile dike and pile revetment structures in use are the two-

row, three-pile clump with stone fill. Typical sections and plans are

shown in fig. 3. Such structures are considered to be the first step to-

ward the construction of an economical all-stone structure; therefore,

untreated piling is used. In the initial phase, stone fill is placed in

the dike line a foot or two above normal water in order to protect the base

of the piling from scour, to add to the structural support of the piling,

and to aid in the creation and protection of sediment deposits. After

Key

l-SYructure ozimufh line ‘T&73- A3ructure.imuthlinetrench— ,

A 1-n /0’ Downstream orhndside

~ / o~$. ~ Ultimate plon

I-7

Sin

(a) TYPICALSECTION (b)

Top bonk~. \

TYPICAL PLAN

/i~
Ground/ine~

,-

Fig. 3. Pile dikes with stone fill
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accretion has formed and prior to deterioration of the untreated piling,

which usually rots out in 5 to 10 years, additional stone is placed to

stringer level on the landward or downstream side of the piling. This may

be done in more than one stage depending on the rate of accretion and the

condition of the piling.

19 ● Bank protection at the root, or landward, end of pile dikes is

provided by bank paving that usually extends approximately 50 ft upstream

and 150 ft downstream from the center line of the dike. The upper bank is

graded to a slope of 1 on 3 and paved with quarry-run stone that varies in

depth from 15 in. to approximately 22 in. The toe trench goes 4 ft below

the construction reference plane. The construction reference plane, used

for vertical control, is an arbitrary sloping plane roughly corresponding

to the water-surface profile for a river stage approximately 2 ft above

mean low water.

20. Pile driving is usually accomplished with a small dragline

fitted with pile driving leads. Where the water is not too deep, a portion

of the stone fill may be placed ahead of the pile-driving operation and

floating equipment is not necessary. In deeper water, the dragline may be

transferred to a barge and operated without very much difficulty. Stone

fill is hauled by trucks and dumped directly in place in the structure.

Stone-fill dikes

21. Prior to approximately 1950, only limited use had been made of

stone dikes for bank protection. The excessive quantity of material re-

quired in deep water has made the cost of this type of structure prohibi-

tive in many areas of the United States. The use of stone dikes has in-

creased considerably, especially on the Missouri River, and on the upper

reaches of the Arkansas River where stone is readily available and

economical.

22. Stone dikes are effective for bank protection purposes princi-

pally because they direct the main current of the river away from the cut-

ting bank. The root ends of the dikes are somewhat vulnerable to flanking

caused by eddy currents on both the downstream and the upstream sides of

the dike. This problem can be minimized by constructing the dike to a

higher elevation at the root end and by paving the

the dike. Because stone-fill dikes are relatively

bank on both sides of

impervious, there has
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been some doubt in regard to their ability to promote and protect accretion.

However, in the Short Mountain to Fort Smith reach of the Arkansas River,

stone dikes have been almost as effective as permeable dikes in this re-

spect. It is believed that the high concentration of sediment and high

bed loads have contributed to the deposition of materials between the

dikes.

23. Stone-fill dikes in use in this area are designed for the dual

purpose of bank protection and channel training. Typical sections and.plan

are shown in fig. 4-.

structure at the

root end of the dike

at a point approxi-

mately equal to or

slightly above the

elevation of bank-

full flows, which is

about 16 ft above

the construction

reference plane.

The top of the dike

is sloped from the

bank line for a

length of from 200

to 400 ft to ap-

proximately 10 ft

above the construc-

tion reference plane

and is level from

Stone-fill dikes are designed with the top of the

\\
\

,\g$&g$$ ““\,T’Top bank$ \\
\
\
\ 1-

(a) TYPICA~PLAh r% t“Structure ozihwth
line

/25

?//r////
~Ca7structim refffence@oneL -—- f

(ZI)TYPICALSECTION (c)TYPICAL SECTION
WITH TOE TRENCH

~ffankpoving structure ozimufi he

this point to the end of the dike.

of 10 ft and the side slopes vary,

the pattern of flow. The upstream

downstream slope varies from 1 on 1.25

construct a dike across a sandbar that

below the top of the dike, a trench is

will have a minimum depth of 5 ft.

(d) TYPICAL PROFILE

Fig. 4. Stone-fill dikes

The top of the dike has a crown width

depending on the degree of attack and

slope is usually 1 on 1.25, and the

to 1 on 4. When it is necessary to

has an elevation of less than 5 ft

excavated so that the stone fill
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24 ● In the construction of stone-fill dikes, the bank protection at

the root end is constructed before the dike is begun. The material is

hauled and deposited in the dike by trucks and is spread by a bulldozer.

The dike is constructed in lifts and when the material is being placed in

water, the first lift is placed as close to the top of water as possible.

In constructing a series of long dikes, the upstream dikes are constructed

first, with the work progressing downstream.

25. Under conditions in which the channel must be forced away from

the-bank, the dikes are constructed in increments, being extended succes-

sively for short distances from upstream to downstream, to allow the river

to cut a new channel and to prevent excessive scour at the ends of the

dikes. Turnouts are provided on the downstream side of the dikes, at

intervals of not less than 500 ft, for ease of construction. These turn-

outs are allowed only on the initial lift and although they are not de-

signed as such, they do act as groins to retard flows parallel to the dike.

Toe-trench revetment

26. Toe-trench revetment, as used on the Arkansas River, has been

developed from various types of revetment that were and are being used in

the United States. Revetment is used both as a shield to prevent bank

erosion and as a training work to maintain a good bank alignment. Bank

protection, to be effective, must provide protection against undercutting

by the current after thalweg deepening has resulted.

27. Such deepening is always to be expected where a revetted shore

situated along a short-radius bend is exposed to heavy attack. Although

the subaqueous part of the revetment provides the most vital part of the

protection, the upper bank paving protects the upper bank from erosion and

it prevents floodwaters from eroding bank material from behind the upper

edge of the revetment. In deeper rivers, such as the Mississippi, bank

protection has been developed from woven willow mattress and mats of willow

fascines attached to articulated concrete slabs, held together with

noncorrodible wire.

28. The articulated concrete mattress is used for underwater pro-

tection and the upper bank paving is constructed

stone is economically available. Where stone is

upper bank is paved with other materials such as

IV-12
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or with the articulated concrete mattress.

29. The articulated concrete mattress is

of revetment that has been devised and used for

sissippi River. The manufacture and placing of

proved to be the best type

bank protection-on the Mis-

this revetment call for

complicated manufacturing plants on land, well-trained crews, and a

machine-operated floating plant for assembling and placing the mattress.

The high cost of this type of revetment makes its use prohibitive in the

upper reaches of the Arkansas River.

30. Toe-trench revetment has been used successfully on the Missouri

River and on the Arkansas River where stone material is readily available

and where the depth of scour is not excessive. It is especially adaptable

in cutoffs and at locations where the rectified channel line can be located

behind the existing bank line. The upper bank paving is essentially the

same as that used on the Mississippi River where stone is available for

riprap. The toe trench is designed so that as

there is a sufficient quantity of stone in the

stream action to pave the underwater bank. In

Smith reach of the Arkansas River, the average

23 ft below the construction reference plane.

thalweg deepening progresses,

trench to be launched by

the Short Mountain to Fort

depth of bedrock is about

31. The type of toe-trench revetment used in this area is designed

to protect the upper bank to an elevation of 16 ft above the construction

reference plane, and the bottom of the toe trench is approximately 6 ft

below the construction reference plane.

shown in fig. 5. The elevation of 16 ft

plane is approximately the water surface

approximately 150,000 cfs. Under normal

Typical sections and plan are

above the construction reference

at bank-full stage or at a flow of

conditions, the toe trench may be

excavated to the designed depth without the use of dewatering equipment.

Specifications provide that dewatering equipment will be used if necessary.

1 32. Upper bank paving, composed of quarry-run stone, is placed on a

graded l-on-3 slope. The depth of the stone fill varies from 15 in. at the

9 top of the slope to 22 in. at a point approximately 6 ft above the

construction reference plane.j
\
i 33= The toe trench contains approximately 5.25 cu yd of stone per

\ linear foot. Where

struction reference

the existing bank is less than 16 ft above the con-

plane, a semicompacted fill may be placed and covered

IV-13
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Structure ozihwth

Trench fi//

(~) TypE’h’’TOETRENCH REVETMENT

1-$Wucture ozimth

Vmiab/e /ine

24 “min.

Construction ‘reference pfone > 7

(b) TYPE fB’TOETRENCH REVETMENT

I
Flow

(c) TYPICAL PLAN

Fig. ~.

Steel ,Ietties

35* Steel

Toe-trench revetment

with a blanket of stone

fill as shown in fig. 5b.

Where it is necessary for a

revetment to cross an old

slough, a combination of

the stone-fill dike and

the toe-trench revetment

is used.

34. In the construc-

tion of toe-trench revet-

ments, the upper bank is

first rough-graded to a

l-on-3 slope. The toe

trench is then excavated to

grade and the stone fill is

placed in the trench, fol-

lowing the excavation as

closely as possible. After

the stone fill has been

placed in the toe trench,

the upper bank grading is

completed and the upper

bank paving stone is

placed.

jetties have been used since about 1920-1930 for bank

stabilization and the protection of railroads, highways, and levees. These

jetties have been especially effective on streams having a high concentra-

tion of sediment and a large bed load. The number of jetty units used and

the layout of jetty fields for bank stabilization vary considerably under

various conditions. The most commonly used installation is designed with

one or more lines of main line jetties, that are installed parallel to the

bank line, and retard or backup lines that extend from the main lines to

the top of the bank. The number of lines used and the general

the system depend on the angle of attack, the depth and volume

layout of

of flow,
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and the quantity of sediment in the stream.

36. Three different types of jetty fields were used in the Wilsons

Rock to Fort Smith reach of the Arkansas River. One of these installations

was not successful, but the other two have shown good results. The system

that failed was used in an attempt to close off an old channel of the river

on the north side of Bruce Island. The installation was composed of three

parallel rows of jetties, placed across the channel, from the island to the

main bank and at a ~0-deg angle to the flow. The lines were flanked on the

island side and a large quantity of heavy drift destroyed most of the units.

37= The second installation was composed of five parallel lines of

jetty units, with the rows placed close together, and was designed as a

trail dike to build up a false bank line, to prevent a fallout of low flows

from the design channel into the old channel of Cherokee Chute, and to act

as a revetment structure. This

the channel, and at high stages

on both sides of the structure.

38. when this system was

stage and the flow was crossing

mately 30 to 40 deg. The depth

structure is located on the convex side of

the flow is parallel to the structure and

being installed, the river was at a low

the channel line at an angle of approxi-

of water varied from 3 to 6 ft when the

first line of jetties was installed on the channelside of the structure.

These units had to be floated into position on small pontoons. This first

line of jetties caused an almost immediate deposition of sand on the down-

stream side of the line and within 24 hr the depth of water, where the

second line was to be installed, was less than 2 ft and the units could be

carried and placed in position by hand. This installation was effective

and after two or three high
ARKANSAS RIVER Flow

stages, the units were completely ~ /?ectified chtmelfhe

~

covered with sediment. ,;/;,/.-- ,,.>;;.-

39 ●
The third installation

(a) PLAN

of steel jetties in this reach is

located approximately 4 miles up-

stream from Fort Smith in the

Camp Creek Cutoff: Fig. 6 shows

channel line

fine

the layout of the jetties, and (~1TYPICAL SECTION

fig. 7 shows the system after the Fig. 6. Steel jetties
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first high water.

This system was de-

signed to act as

training dikes to

hold the design

channel line and to

prevent further

bank caving. The

bank was sandy and

was a more or less

recent accretion,

at the lower end of

a point bar, on the

left bank of the

old channel.

40. At the

time of the con-

struction, the bank

line had receded

approximately 300

ft behind the rec-
Fig. 7. Wilsons Rock to Fort Smith steel jetty dikes

tified channel line

for a distance of about 2500 ft. The system was designed as a series of

five dikes, each approximately 300 to 350 ft long, spaced at intervals of

about 500 ft, and at an angle of about 40 deg to the channel line. Each

dike was made up of five rows of jetty units placed close together, and

extended from the top of the bank to the channel line.

41. The dikes were constructed in March 1959. In October 1959, they

were subjected to floodflows that reached a maximum of approximately

400,000Cfs. There was little damage to the system and a large percentage

of the units were completely covered by sedimentation. The toe of the pre-

viously eroding bank was covered with approximately 10 ft of sediment and1

there was no indication that any bank caving had occurred during the high

flow ● This system was constructed at a cost of approximately $65,000
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compared to an estimated cost of $126,000 for protection of the same area

with stone dikes.

cutoffs

I

,

*

.

4-2. Two major cutoffs have been constructed in the Wilsons Rock to

Fort Smith reach that have shortened the length of the channel by approxi-

mately 4.5 miles (based on the trace of the river in 1951). In.making an

artificial cutoff, it has been the general practice to excavate a pilot

channel, leave a closure plug in the upstream end, and wait for high flows

to wash out the plug and begin the development of the new channel. It has

also been common practice not to close off the old channel until the cutoff

channel has developed to its full design width.

43 ● The aim of the construction schedule in this area has been to

time the closure of the old channel to coincide as nearly as possible with

the completion of the pilot channel. The revetment of the concave side of

the rectified channel is completed before the completion of the pilot chan-

nel and closure of the old channel. This method promotes a more rapid de-

velopment of the cutoff than would naturally occur, but it also incurs a

risk of damage to the closure structure in the event of a large flood

before the channel has developed.

Effectiveness of Structures

Pile dikes and nile revetments

44. The severity of the damage to pile structures has been rela-

tively slight. Most of the damage occurred during the construction period,

before the ultimate quantity of stone fill had been placed in the dike line,

and before the rectified channel had developed. Most of

the Moffett Bottom area where, due to the excessive rate

was necessary to construct the dikes before the upstream

could be developed.

the damage was in

of bank caving, it

cutoff channel

45 ● The angle of attack during flood stages was almost 90 deg and as

much as 300 ft of the dikes was completely destroyed during one flood. In

some cases

sible, the

The actual

it was possible to replace the piling, and where this was impos-

damage was repaired by filling the gap with a

life of the untreated piling was less than 10

stone-fill dike.

years. Howeverj
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the periodic addition of stone fill has made the

stone-fill dikes that will have a long life with

It is estimated that the annual maintenance cost

2? of the original cost of the project.

Stone-fill dikes

ultimate structures into

a minimum of maintenance.

will be approximately

46. Stone-fill dikes have been effective as training structures and

in promoting and protecting sedimentation between the dikes. There have

been no complete failures, but some of the stone fill, especially the

smaller size material, has been washed off the tops of the dikes and some

settlement has occurred at the channel ends. Normal maintenance consists

of placing additional stone fill on the crown to maintain the design height

of the structure.

Toe-trench revetment

47. There have been no serious failures of the toe-trench revetment

in this area as of March 1962. Some damage occurred where the top of the

natural bank was less than 16 ft above the construction reference plane and

where no additional fill and overbank paving were provided. The toe-trench

section was not damaged and the structure was repaired by placing a semi-

compacted fill, paving the channelside, and paving the top of the fill to

a width of approximately 15 ft.

48. Some settlement of the toe trench, caused by excessive scour,

has occurred, and in some cases the backslope of the original bank has

been exposed. Repairs were made as soon as possible by

tional stone fill on the lower part of the slope. This

on some of the first revetment placed in this reach and

of the toe trench had been excavated on a l-on-l slope.

placing addi-

damage occurred

the back slope

Subsequently,

the back slope has been changed to a l-on-l.5 slope that provides a

thicker section of stone at the point of the previous failure.

Steel jetties

49. The steel-jetty system that was installed as a chute clo-

sure in Cherokee Chute was a complete failure. The systems that were

constructed as trail dikes and as training dikes for bank protection

have been very successful and require little or no maintenance.
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Recommendations

.

I

50. The adopted types of structures being used for bank stabiliza-

tion and channel rectification on the Arkansas River in Oklahoma have been

developed from the design of structures used successfully on other rivers

in the United States. Some changes were made to adapt the structures to

the materials most readily available and economical in this area. Changes

were also made as a result of deficiencies that became apparent after the

first structures were completed.

51. The design of bank stabilization and channel rectification

structures is an age-old problem that still offers a challenge to engineers

both in the field and in the laboratory. Almost every factor that is known

to affect the stability of a river is variable in different rivers, as well

as at specific locations on the same river. A few of these factors are:

discharge quantities at maximum, minimum, and normal flows; annual pattern

of flow such as the rate of rise, duration of high flows, and rate of fall;

the slope of the river; the width and depths of the channel at various

stages; the sediment load, both in suspension and as movable bed load;

materials in the riverbed and

and the relative stability of

and have been analyzed in the

but continued study of actual

in the banks; configuration of the stream;

bed and banks. Many of these factors can be

laboratory and by observations in the field,

installations in the prototype at relatively

similar locations is necessary.

Conclusions

52. Channel stabilization as an integral part of the authorized

slack water navigation project on the Arkansas River presents many problems

that have not been previously encountered on any other river in the United

States. This is especially true in the reach of the river between the

mouth of the Grand River in Oklahoma and the vicinity of Little Rock, Ark.

Some of these problems are protracted low-flow periods, relatively shallow

depth of bedrock, heavy sediment loads, and the unstable, shifting nature

of the channel.

53 ●
The structures in use have been developed and improved as a
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result of data on structures that have been used with success at various

locations on the Arkansas, the Missouri, and the Mississippi Rivers. The

structures have proved to be effective and economical in this particular

area. Maintenance costs have been nominal and it is anticipated that these

costs will diminish as upstream control structures are completed.

I
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CHAPTER V

HYDRAULIC ASPECTS OF ARKANSAS RIVER STABILIZATION*

by

Margaret S. Petersen**

Synopsis

Hydraulic problems related to channel rectification
and stabilization of the Arkansas River, in Arkansas, are
considered, as well as the variability of streamflow, the
sediment load, the effects of canalization and of large
upstream storage reservoirs, and the relation between the
natural and stabilized channel configuration, radii of
curvature, and cross sections. Artificial cutoffs con-
structed on the Arkansas River since 1950 are described,
and data are presented on design of pilot channels, rate
of development of cutoffs, rate of filling in old river
bends, and the effects of cutoffs.

Introduction

1. Hydraulic problems associated with stabilization and rectifica-

tion of the Arkansas River, with special emphasis on the design and de-

velopment of artificial cutoffs, are described herein. The reach of river

examined is within the Little Rock District of the Corps of Engineers and

extends from Fort Smith, Ark., to the lower limit of the navigation project

on the Arkansas River below Arkansas Post, approximately 290 miles

downstream.

2. The Arkansas River in this reach, in its natural state, is a

typical meandering alluvial stream carrying a large sediment load. In

general, it has alternate deep pools and shallow crossings with a few

braided reaches. Where the banks are of erodible material, the bends mi-

grate progressively downstream causing extensive bank caving. Between

Fort Smith and Little Rock, the river flows against rock outcropping along

some 60 miles from a total river distance of 185 miles; downstream from

* Reprinted from the Journal of the Waterways and Harbors Division,
Proceedings of the American Society of Civil Engineers, vol 89, No.
WW4 (November 1963), by permission of the publisher.

** U. S. Army Engineer District, Little Rock; Arkansas.
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Little Rock there are no rock bluffs. There are also relatively stable

clay banks at a few locations.

3* The bank stabilization and channel rectification project is an

integral part of the multiple-purpose plan for development of the river,

estimated to cost $120,000,000, within the Little Rock District. Prior to

July 1960, there were no funds available for construction of the overall

stabilization and rectification program, and work performed before that

time was confined to critical areas where major improvements, such as lev-

ees or bridges, were threatened with destruction due to caving banks. Many

of these emergency projects involved the construction of cutoffs. In re-

cent years, work has continued on the overall program to provide a stable

channel of suitable trace width and alignment for navigation, and the

program is now (1963) approximately half completed.

4. The multiple-purpose plan for the Arkansas River provides for

canalization of the stream to provide a channel for vessels of 9-ft draft

from the Mississippi River to the vicinity of Tulsa, Okla., as well as

flood control, hydroelectric power, and related features. The navigation

route, fig. 1, begins at the mouth of the White River, at Mississippi River

mile 591.5 above Head of Passes; it proceeds up the lower 10 miles of the

White River, then through a canal approximately 10 miles in length with two

locks, to the Arkansas River at Arkansas Post, and up the Arkansas River.

Completion of the project is scheduled for 1970, and construction of major

elements is under way. In the reach of river considered herein, there will

be eleven dams, nine with low heads ranging from 14 to 20 ft to impound

pools for navigation, and two with relatively high heads for power develop-

ment as well as navigation: Ozark Dam at mile 308.9 with a 34-ft head and

Dardanelle Dam at mile 257.8 with a 54-ft head. (Arkansas River mileage is

from 1940 survey unless otherwise indicated.) Canalization of the river

and modification of the natural sediment load and flows by large upstream

reservoirs complicate the stabilization project.

5= There is no dependable navigation season at the present time

(1963) onthe Arkansas River. Depths are adequate for navigation only

during high-water periods which are erratic in

frequently of short duration.

when navigation by vessels of

There have been

9-ft draft would

time of occurrence and are

periods of more than a year

have been impossible.
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Stage hydrography1940-1962, Arkansas River,
Little Rock, Ark.

6. Arkansas

River streamflow is

highly variable and

will continue to be

so after canaliza-

tion. At Little

Rock the average

flow of the river is

approximately 47,000

Cfs, and the maximum

peak discharge and

minimum monthly flow

of record, as modi-

fied by all upstream

reservoirs, are es-

to be about 448,ooo and 46OO cfs, respectively. The maximum flood

of record at Little Rock in

Cfs. The larger floods in

the subject reach origi-

nate in the main stem and

tributaries in Oklahoma.

Floodflows are most com-

mon in the spring, but

large floods have been ex-

perienced in all seasons

of the year, as is illus-

trated by the stage hydro-

graphyat Little Rock in

fig. 20 Average annual

streamflow has varied from

93,200 cfs in 1927 to ap-

proximately 12,000 cfs in

1927 had an estimated peak discharge of 700,000
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1940, 1954, and 1956. The variation in annual

of the stabilization and rectification program

curves of accumulated flow in fig. 3.

streamflow

in 1950 is

since

shown

initiation

by the mass
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Notation

7. The symbols adopted for use in this paper are defined where they

first appear and are arranged alphabetically in Appendix A.

Sediment

8. The natural sediment load of the Arkansas River at Little Rock is

approximately 105 million tons per year, or 2200 tons per cfs-year. The

river is one of the most heavily sediment-laden streams in the world to be

subjected to canalization and extensive stabilization and rectification.

Table 1 compares the sediment concentration of the Arkansas River with

other streams.

Table 1

Sediment Concentration of Various Rivers

River

King Ho*
Hwang Ho (Yellow)~
Great Fish River*
Issefi
Rio Grande
Colorado
Missouri
Arkansas
Nile*
Yangtze~
Amazon*
Ohio
Mississippi
Tennessee
po*
Rh6ne*
Danube*
congo*
Rhine*

Country

China
China
South Africa
Algeria
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
Egypt
China
Brazil
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
U.S.A.
Italy
France
Hungary
Africa
Netherlands

Station

Changehiaschau
Shenhsien
Lake Arthur
Tablat
Elephant Butts, N. Mex.
Grand Canyon, Ariz.
Omaha, Nebr.
Little Rock, Ark.

Chihkiang

Paducah, Ky.
Burlington, Iowa
Johnsonville, Term.
Ponte Lagoscuro
Lyon
Budapest

Kijmengen

Yearly Average
Sediment

Concentration
$ by wt

15.0
4.4
3.4
2.0
1.09
0.98
0.45
0.22
0.20
0.19
0.08
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.028
0 ● 015
0 ● 014
0.004
0 ● 004

* NEDECO, River Studies and Recommendations on Improvement of Niger and
Benue (North Holland Publishing Co., Amsterdam, 1959).

~ ECAFE Flood Control Series No. 1, “Flood Damage and Flood Control
Activities in Asia and the Far East” (1950).

sediment load of the lower Arkansas River in its natural
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state is derived largely from the Arkansas River basin upstream from Tulsa,

Okla., and the Keystone Dam site and from the Canadian River above the

Eufaula Dam site. Upon completion of Keystone Dam, under construction on

the Arkansas River at mile 538.8, and Eufaula Dam on the Canadian River,

which enters the Arkansas River at mile 421, the existing bed material load

at Fort Smith will be sharply reduced. The load will be further reduced

when Short Mountain Dam, with a 48-ft lift, on the Arkansas River approxi-

mately 25 miles upstream from Fort Smith, goes into operation about 1968.

It has been estimated that after Short Mountain Dam is completed, the total

annual load at Fort Smith will average approximately 10 million tons per

year, compared to the natural load of approximately 97 million tons per

year, including approximately 23 million tons per year of sand. Bedrock is

near the thalweg of the channel downstream from Short Mountain Dam to Ozark,

mile 395 to 309, and the gravel in the bed is sufficient for armoring the

bars; therefore, the amount of sand which can be entrained from the bed in

this reach is limited. Bank protection will limit the sediment to be de-

rived from bank caving, and the program of dredging will remove part of the

sand available for entrainment.

10. The Ozark and Dardanelle pools will occupy part of the 106 miles

between Fort Smith and Dardanelle and are expected to trap essentially all

of the sand load reaching them, but below Dardanelle Dam the sand load will

again increase in a downstream direction as the stream entrains material to

regain an equilibrium load. Over 90~ of the bed is sand, and there is a

small but important percentage of gravel. As armoring with gravel occurs,

the area of active degradation will shift downstream. It has been esti-

mated that the sediment load will be reduced to approximately 10 to 30 mil-

lion tons per year, varying with distance downstream from Dardanelle, com-

pared to the natural total load at Little Rock, averaging 105 million tons

per year.

11 ● The spillway sills of the low-lift dams will be set near the

estimated future bed level and will have all gates open at discharges above

approximately 200,000 cfs which transport the large sediment loads. It is

not anticipated that these low-head dams will materially modify the

sediment transport.

12 ● Presently, most of the tremendous supply of sediment carried
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naturally by the Arkansas River from above Fort Smith and some material

from caving banks are still available for reshaping the stream by deposi-

tion of material behind training works and filling in old bendways and

secondary channels. To use this material to the maximum extent, the stabi-

lization and rectification program was the first phase of the overall proj-

ect to be initiated, and most of the major channel realignments have been

completed.

Boyd Point,

All cutoffs have been opened, with the exception of that at

near Pine Bluff, which is now in the design stage.

Effects of Canalization on Bank Stabilization Work

13. Pools will be maintained and relatively slack-water conditions

will prevail for all flows in the deeper parts of the Ozark and Dardanelle

Reservoirs, and the only stabilization works planned in those areas are in

the heads of the pools where high velocities will still occur. However, in

the low-lift navigation pools, where essentially natural flow conditions

will continue at discharges above approximately 200,000 cfs, or when spill-

way gates are fully open, stabilization structures will be required through-

out the pools where the banks are erodible. Bank revetment is being car-

ried to the top of the bank or to 5 ft above the navigation pool, whichever

is lower, while the top of pile structures is at an elevation of about

the 150)000-cfs flow line, which is generally about two-thirds bank-full

stage.

14. Two distinct types of problems are involved in stabilizing the

river channel in the navigation pools. In the downstream portion of the

pools, where navigable depths will be adequate, it is a matter of stabi-

lizing the banks on a sinuous, stable alignment having efficient channel

cross sections, but not contracting the channel or increasing roughness any

more than necessary because of increasing flood heights. In the upper part

of the pools, over a distance of approximately 5 miles, the low-water chan-

nel and the high-water channel must be trained to a common stable alignment

so that the structures will provide navigable depths over a width and on a

sailing line suitable for navigation at all flows to approximately 350,000

cfs when velocities

barges, a condition

are expected to become too great for the movement of

likely to occur on the average once in 10 years.



15 ● In the downstream portions of the navigation pools, wooden pile

and stone-fill

are impounded,

out the pools.

structures will be submerged at all times after the pools

and at high flows the structures will be submerged through-

Thus a complete system of channel markers is required.

Natural Confimration and Rectified Alimment

16. The

mately 1000 to

natural width of channel between banks

3000 ft or more. Upstream from Little

flows through an alleviated floodplain 1/2 to 6 miles

underlain by hard sandstones and shales. Examination

ranges from approxi-

Rock, the river

wide, bordered by and

of the 10gs Of 227

holes in the overbank above bedrock between Fort Smith and Little Rock

showed the alluvium to be composed of 70~ sand and gravel, 21% silt, and 9%

clay, the finer sizes predominating near the ground surface and supporting

the extensive agriculture in the valley. Downstream from Little Rock, the

floodplain is 8 miles or more in width, and the alluvial deposits are

underlain by unconsolidated or partly consolidated marine sands and clays.

When the overall rectification program was initiated, there were only 11

islands in the reach under discussion supporting vegetation; however, there

were many low sandbars with intermittent gravel plating. There are dense

willow thickets throughout the reach, generally growing above a flow line

for approximately 50,000 cfs which is equaled or exceeded approximately 26?
of the time at Little Rock, and there are some isolated areas of salt cedar.

17 ● The rectified channel layout follows the natural configuration

of the stream to the maximum extent practicable, so as to disturb the re-

gime of the river as little as possible and to minimize costs. However,

where existing bends are extremely sharp, artificial cutoffs are being made,

because the initial construction and maintenance costs are lower for the

modified alignments than for stabilization of the sharper natural bends,

and navigation is also benefited. The evolution of areas where cutoffs

have been made is discussed in Appendix B.

18. The development of long, relatively straight reaches and reaches

of weak curvature has been avoided where practicable because there is a

tendency

Crossing

for flows to split or shift from side to side in such areas.

lengths between reverse curves are planned to be generally two
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to four times the channel width. The bends are designed with smooth tran-

sitions to tangents in the crossings, and the revetments are usually laid

out free of irregularities to avoid separation of flow and localized scour

from eddy action. Such a layout requires extensive control works on the

concave banks in bends, minor work on convex bars, and control works on

both banks through the crossing areas. In general, the stabilized channel

trace width varies from 1000 ft in crossings to

Radii of Curvature

19. Where the channel is not confined by

as much as 1500 ft in bends.

stable banks, the stream

meanders have frequently developed very small radii of curvature; veloci-

ties along the concave bank are high; the attack by the flow on the concave

bank is severe; and the pools are quite deep and are connected by shoaled,

shifting crossings. High and low flows take different paths, with the low

flows following a longer sinuous path in the main channel and the higher

flows cutting across the point bars. Downstream from Fort Smith, radii

of curvature range from 1000 ft to approximately 36)000ft; 50~ of the con-

cave banks have radii of 6000 ft or less, and 80% have radii of 10,000 ft

or less. For economy of construction and maintenance, a minimum rectified

radius of curvature of 8000 ft has been used generally upstream from Pine

Bluff. Downstream from there, where the slopes are somewhat flatter and

alluvial material sizes smaller, the meander pattern and natural radii are

also smaller, and the rectified radii are correspondingly smaller. Radii

greater than 8000 ft have been used in all reaches when they fitted into

existing topographic conditions.

,
Shape of Cross Sections

20. Under natural conditions, water depths may be as great as 60 ft

* during high stages, but are reduced to only a few feet over crossings at

I low stages. Studies were made of the shape of cross section in naturally
+

stable bends and crossings at various points to serve as a guide to deter-

j mine what design widths the stream

center bars and split channels, of

could be expected to maintain free of

the average maximum depths in bends as a
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function of radii of curvature,

and of average depths of crossings

as a function of width. Typical

stable cross sections are shown in

fig. 4, and results of the depth

study are shown in fig. j. (The

construction reference plane (CRP)

is approximately 10,000 cfs.)

21. Values of cross sec-

tional area and of carrying capac-

ity, EAd2/3 , in which A is

the area and d is the average

depth of a segment of stream cross

section, were computed for a range

of discharges from surveyed data

averaged over short stream reaches

one-half to one mile in length.

It was assumed, as a first approximation, that the carrying capacity of a

short stream reach would remain

about the same after stabiliza-

tion and rectification as for

natural conditions, and the val-

ues of carrying capacity were

used together with data reflect-

ing the effect of fixing the

banks, modifying the radius of

curvature, or contracting the

channel to determine preliminary

modified cross sections. These

preliminary modified cross sec-

tions were refined for uniform

flow and modified sediment load

for channel studies for siting

the locks and dams and for the

determination of the degree of
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special contraction required at the heads of the navigation pools to pro-

vide navigable depth. The detailed procedures used to compute the con-

tracted width required have been examined by E. B. Madden.*

Stabilization and Rectification Works

22. Structures used on the Arkansas River between Fort Smith and

Arkansas Post, which include revetments, dikes, and closure structures,

were described by Madden.** They are very similar to those used in the

Tulsa District of the Corps of Engineers in work on the Arkansas River up-

stream from Fort Smith, described by J. L. Bush)t F. ASC!E. Structures and

procedures are also similar to those used presently (1963) on the Missouri

River.

Arkansas River Cutoffs

23. At locations on the Arkansas River where a natural migrating

bend had developed a long, looping alignment of small radius of curvature

and where topography did not permit fairing out the bend to improve the

channel alignment and to alleviate the bank caving problem, a pilot channel

was excavated across the neck of the bend. Such pilot channels are of

relatively small excavated cross section and are developed by the river it-

self. This pilot channel design concept was first suggested in 1930 by

General H. B. Ferguson, F. ASCE,of the Corps of Engineers, and was first -

used on the Lower Mississippi River under his direction as President of the

Mississippi River Commission.tt Prior to that time, European cutoffs had

been excavated in the dry to full dimensions, and the river then diverted

into them.

*

**

t

tt

See Chapter III, “Channel design for modified sediment regime condi-
tions on the Arkansas River,” by E. B. Madden.
“Stabilizationplan for the Arkansas River,” by E. B. Madden, included

as Chapter III of vol I of this Symposium.
See Chapter IV, “Channel stabilization on the Arkansas River,” by

J. L. Bush.
Gerard H. Matthes, “Mississippi River cutoffs,” Transactions, American
Society of Civil Engineers, vol 113 (1948), pp 1-39.
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24. On the Arkansas River, the pilot channel cross section is de.

signed so that the sediment-transport capacity of the channel will be

greater than that required to transport the sediment load entering the

pilot channel and the channel will widen and degrade. The sediment-

transport capacity is a function of the tractive force, To , which is pro-

portional to the product of hydraulic radius and slope, and the greater the

ratio of tractive force (pilot channel to natural river bend), the more

favorable the conditions will be for development of the cutoff. From ex-

perience on the Arkansas River, it has been determined that the tractive

force ratio should be greater than 1.5 for a channel excavated in sand to

be scouring, and that a ratio of 2.0 or larger is desirable if the

excavated channel is in relatively resistant material.

25. The first pilot channels on the Arkansas River, excavated in the

early 1950?s, were generally designed with small cross section to enlarge

at flows in excess of 100,OOO cfs because rapid development to ultimate

cross section was not important at that time. Earth plugs designed to be

overtopped and washed out at a flow of approximately 100,000 cfs were left

near the upstream end of the excavated cuts, thus blocking the pilot

channels to low flows which would have deposited material in them.

26. In recent years, rapid development to ultimate cross section

prior to canalization has become an important consideration, and the exca-

vated channels have been designed to be scouring or self-cleaning at flows

as low as 30,000 cfs, so that plugs used during construction could be re-

moved on completion of the excavation and advantage could be taken of all

small stream rises to enlarge the pilot cut.

27. Table 2 summarizes pertinent data for artificial cutoffs on the

Arkansas River downstream from Fort Smith. This table also includes data

for three locations, Shoofly Bend, Ellis Island, and Willow Bar, which

might be more properly termed channel relocations rather than cutoffs be-

cause the work involved shifting the deep natural channel to an excavated

cut within the main channel. A brief historical summary of Arkansas River

cutoffs is presented in Appendix B.

28. The Arkansas River is characterized by large variability in rate

of rise as well as in volume of flow; thus, water surface slopes and eleva-

tions for a given discharge vary widely. The maximum rise in a 24-hr

V-12
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Table 3

Comparative Distances, Arkansas River

River
Shortening

by Length Ratios
Distance, miles Artificial Natural Rectified

Rectified cutoffs River to River to
Gage Valley River miles Valley Valley

Fort Smith

93*3 101.8 5.2 1.1 1.1
Dardanelle

74.1 82.2 12.8 1.3 1*1
Little Rock

42.o 46.4 10.8 1.4 1.1
Pine Bluff

37.0 48.8 11 ● 4* 1.6 1.3
Pendleton

* Includes 5.7 miles shortening in Boyd Point Cutoff now in
design stage.

period at Little Rock, 13 f-t,occurred in the 1943 flood. The average

slope of the river downstream from Fort Smith is about 0.7 ft per mile.

Valley and river distances are compared in table 3. It will be noted that

from Fort Smith to Pendleton the natural river becomes increasingly sinuous.

As of 1963, the stream has been shortened approximately 10% since 1950, and

thus far this shortening has had only a minor effect on the stage-discharge

relation at the various gaging stations.

Design of pilot channels for cutoffs

29. For each location, a number of excavated pilot channel cross

sections were investigated to determine the most economical section which

would assure development. The bottom width generally varied from 50 to

200 ft, and the bottom grades were 6 to 12 ft below CRP. Where the length

around the natural river bend is long compared to that through the pilot

channel, the slope ratio will be favorable for development, and an ex-

cavated channel of narrow width with bottom grade at about CRP will be

adequate if there is ample time for development to ultimate section. How-

ever, where there is little length, or slope

channel, a larger, deeper cross section must

advantage through the pilot

be excavated to assure

V-14
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development. The pilot channel cross section has been standardized with

l-on-3 side slopes up to the average water table elevation, approximately

15 ft above the excavated bottom, and l-on-2 side slopes above that point.

30 ● Backwater computations for a range of discharges from 30,000

to 200)000 cfs were made from a common point downstream of’the cutoff,

through the excavated pilot channel, and around the natural river bend

through average sections approximately one-half to one mile in length,

to a common point at the upstream entrance to the cutoff. Values of

RS , in which R is the hydraulic radius and S is the water surface

slope, were computed for the sections in the old bendway and averaged

to obtain a representative value for computing the tractive force

ratio.

31. ~ical computed data for three pilot channels are shown

in fig. 6, tractive force ratios and percentage of flow carried in the

excavated pilot chan-

nel for various bot-

tom widths and bottom

grades studied. It

will be noted that at

Arbuckle Island a

significant increase

in tractive force

ratio could be ob-

tained by increasing

the bottom width,

while at Boyd Point a

larger tractive force

ratio is gained by

deepening the channel

2 ft. This is at-

TOTAL DISCHARGE INCFS

w

0“ CASE BAR
r

v

$30
w

:20
~

1.0

BOYD POINT

PILOT CHANNEL BOTTOM WIDTH IN FEET

LEGEND:
BOllOM GRADEOF PILOT CHANNEL

IN FEET BELOW C.R.P

x 6

0 8

+ 10

0 12

L ,
z
< ARBUCKL’E ISLAND ‘

~ 30
+
q
~ 20
z—

5 10
d CASE BAR

F-
Z
H 40
e
w

n 30

20

10

BOYD POINT

PfLOTCHANNELBOllOM WIDTH IN FEET

NOTES
1.TRACTIVE FORCE RATlO =~,= [= WHERE R IS

HYDRAULIC RADIUS AND SIS SLOPE.

2 PILOTCHANNEL DATA

BOTTOM SLOPE LENGTH RATIO

ARBUCKLE ISLAND 2.7X10-4 1.9
CASE BAR 2.9 X 10-4 1.75

BOYD POINT 5.2 X 10-4 2.9

WHERE LENGTH RATIO IS LENGTH OFRIVER TO

LENGTH OF PILOT CHANNEL

tributed to the fact Fig. 6. Computed tractive force ratios and

that the natural
percent flow in excavated channels for typ-

ical pilot channels
river sections in the

Boyd Point area are extremely deep compared to other reaches of the

Arkansas River.
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Table 4

Initial Tractive Force Data for Excavated Pilot Channels

Total
River Pilot Channel
Dis- Dis- Mean ()T

T 0 Pc
charge charge Depth Slope (To)

Pilot Channel Cfs Cfs ft ft/sq ft lb/s: ft river

Fourche Place 55,300 11,100 7.4 2.6x 10
-4

0.12 2

Case Bar
-428,500 8,100 10.9 1.6 X 10 0.11 3

32. Table 4 shows tractive force data based on discharge measure-

ments in two pilot channels shortly after they were opened to the river.

The high initial tractive force ratio at Case Bar is

fact that the upstream pile closure structure across

had been constructed to where a gap of only some 150

LEGEND:

PILOT CHANNEL BOITOM WIDTH IN FEET

BOTTOM GRADEOF LENGTH RATIO,
EXCAVATED CHANNEL RIVER TO

IN FEET BELOW CRP PILOT CHANNEL

A— SHOOFLY BEND 5 1.15
+— ELLIS ISLAND 10 1.05
~—— WILLOW BAR 7 1.0s
*—— WILLOW BAR 8 1.0s
+–—— WILLOW BAR 10 1.0s

Fig. 7. Computed tractive force ratios and
percent flow in excavated channels for typ-

ical channel relocations

probably due to the

the old river channel

ft remained in the

structure when the

pilot channel plug

was removed.

Design of chan-
nel relocations

33. Data for

various excavated cuts

for three channel re-

locations within the

main river channel are

shown in fig. 7. It

will be noted that for

pilot cuts of this

type, which have a

length almost equiva-

lent to that of the

natural river, there

is virtually no in-

crease in tractive
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force ratio with either increase in bottom width or lowering of excavated

bottom grade. At such locations, selection of the bottom grade was usually

determined by the lowest elevations in the adjacent river channel at the

upstream and downstream ends of the cut, and the width selection was gov-

erned by the fact that the excavated channel must have adequate discharge

capacity to facilitate closure of the old river channel. The success of

such a channel relocation depends on the successful closure of the old

river channel immediately following completion of the excavated cut.

Development of flow capacity of cutoffs

34. Records have indicated that with favorable streamflow conditions,

the flow capacity of a pilot chan-

nel develops as a function of the

length ratio, river bend to pilot

channel, for channels in sandy

materials. This is shown in fig.

8 in which the discharge capacity

of the cutoffs, shown as a per-

cent of total riverflow in the

range of 1~0,000 cfs, is plotted

as a function of the accumulated

riverflow after the opening of the

pilot channels. Morrilton, Holla

Bend, Trustee Bend, and Brodie

100

z
.

/

& /

es=. 0,

~;.m

-1.
“u

~:

:6
:%

O.1o

$
0
~

20

0
04812162024 28 2236404448 5256606468

ACCUMUMTEOFLOWIN 1,00WXOCFS OAYS

Fig. 8. Discharge capacity of Arkan-
sas River cutoffs as a function of

accumulated

Bend pilot channels were all subjected to high discharge

being opened. Hensley Bar Cutoff was opened in November

significant rises occurred until 1957, by which time the

riverflow

shortly after

1951 and no

cutoff carried

approximately 60~ of a river discharge of 150,000 cfs, and the Hensley Bar

curve is appreciably flatter than the preceding four. The slow development

of McLean Bottom Cutoff can probably be attributed to the gravelly material

in the cutoff area and to the fact that caving of the right bank above the

entrance to the pilot channel produced a flow configuration which tended to

transport much of the natural sediment load of the river through the cutoff

rather than diverting it into the old river bend.

Deterioration of old river bends

35. ~ical ranges surveyed over a period of years to determine the
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locations of the ranges in
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Bl, B3, B5, and B9 of Appendix
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is plotted as a function of

time in fig. 13. These data

show that the rate of accre-

tion at McLean Bottom was

slower than at the other areas

investigated, indicating that

probably a larger percent of

the natural sediment load was

transported through McLean Bottom Cutoff than through the other cutoffs.
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tive cross sections
in old river bend,
Morrilton Cutoff
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(a) 9 September 1949

(b) 13 November 1962

Fig. 14. Change in land use, old river bend, Morrilton Cutoff
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36. The rapid change in land use in an old river

cut off is shown by the comparative mosaics in fig. 14,

12 years after the opening of Morrilton Cutoff.

Effect of cutoffs on stages

bend which has been

taken before and

37. As on other alluvial streams, the stage-discharge relation at

gaging stations on the Arkansas River varies over a wide band, shifting

within that band with antecedent flow conditions, rate of rise, source of

floodflow, sediment load, and roughness.

38. The oldest, most fully developed cutoff on the Arkansas River is

that at Morrilton, some 6.5 miles downstream from the Morrilton gage, fig.

B5 . The cutoff shortened the river 5.2 miles and developed in 12 months to

where it carried approximately 90% of the bank-full discharge. It is of

interest to examine the stage-discharge relation at the Morrilton gage,

shown in fig. 15. In the period 1940 to 1949, a period in which the aver-

age annual streamflow was high, the average rating curve lowered about 3 ft.

In 1950, another year of high streamflow, following the opening of the

Morrilton Cutoff there was additional lowering of about 1.5 ft. However,

points from 1961 and 1962 fall in the band between the 1940 and 1950 curves,

indicating that the cutoff itself has not caused any major permanent

lowering of the water surface profiles 6.5 miles upstream.

36
0

0

32
c / ~

1940, 194 1 x

g ~ ~
1949, 19 61-1962=

$ 28 M

N &

~ 24
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/- / ~.
>

~
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:0

g 00

v *-19 50& 20
~
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6 12 0 1940,1941
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$8
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0-
0204G60 80 1(XI 120 140 160 180 m) 220 240 260 2MI 300

DISCHARGE IN1,OOO CFS

Fig. 15. Rating curves 1940-1962, Arkansas
River, Morrilton, Ark., mile 221

39. A few points

and downstream from the

are also available at gages immediately upstream of

Morrilton Cutoff, at locations shown in fig. B5.
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The observed data at these gages, shown in fig. 16, indicate that there

,

m ,
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has been no change in the stage-

discharge relation at the upstream

end of the cutoff, but that stages

downstream of the cutoff are approx-

imately l.’jft higher now than in

1950; however, this is well within
DISCHARGEINl,COl CFS

the n~rmal range of variability of

Fig. 16. Rating curves 1949-1962, the Arkansas River and is approxi-
Arkansas River, Morrilton Cutoff

mately the same magnitude of change

as that which occurred at the Morrilton gage in the same period.

40. Figs. 17-19show the variability in the stage-discharge relation

for the periods of record at three gaging stations on the Arkansas River:

Van Buren, Dardanelle, and Little Rock. On each figure there is indicated

a band of discharge measurements which generally delimits all measured

points up to a discharge of 200,000

years are also shown. At Van Buren,

Cfs ● Average curves for pertinent

fig. 17, it will be noted that there

0204060 m 100 120 140 160 180 200
DWHARGEIN1J3COCFS

Fig. 19. Rating curves 1930-1962,
Arkansas River, Little Rock, Ark.,

mile ~65.5

Fig. 17. Rating curves 1934-1962,
Arkansas River, Van Buren, Ark.,

mile 353.4
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has been only a minor shifting of the average rating curves from 1934 to

1962. At Dardanelle, fig. 18, the average rating curve lowered approxi-

mately 1.5 ft between 1945 and 1946, but rose again in the early 1950’s.

At the present time (1963) it is the lowest that it has been during the pe-

riod of record, but is still within 1 to 2 ft of the average curve for the

period 1946 to 1950. At Little Rock, fig. 19, the average rating curve

was 1 to 2 ft lower in the period 1930 to 1934 than in immediately suc-

ceeding years. The average stage-discharge relation has continued to

shift to the right and is now the lowest it has been during

record; however, it is generally only some 2 ft lower for a

charge now than in the period 1930 to 1934.

41. These shifts

that cannot be directly

as the cutoffs recently

relations may appear.

in the rating curves appear to

associated with the opening of

opened become fully developed,

have

the period of

given dis-

a randomness

cutoffs, although

more pronounced

Effect of cutoffs on adja-
cent stream cross sections

42. Cross sections in the Morrilton Cutoff area, either before or

immediately after opening

of the cutoff, are compared

with cross sections of re-

cent years in fig. 20. The

locations of the ranges are

shown in fig. B5. The

channel at all the ranges

has remained quite stable in

alignment although at only

three ranges, 25, 24, and 10,

is the flow against the rock

escarpment on the right

bank. Top of rock is gen-

erally at about elevation

230 in the bottom of the
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25 is the channel sufficiently deep so that it may sometimes scour to top

of rock. At ranges 24, 2s, and 10 top of rock is at elevation 224 to 222,

well below the thalweg of the sections. The fact that little lowering of

the riverbed upstream from the cutoff has occurred is consistent with the

absence of reduction in the stage-discharge relation, as described previ-

ously. There are various possible explanations for failure of the channel

to degrade, but there is some gravel in the bed which would serve to partly

armor against scour.

Conclusions

43 ● Channel stabilization and rectification of the Arkansas River

entails special problems reflecting the variability of streamflow, the

large natural sediment load, and severe curtailment of that load by the

overall project, the generally erodible nature of the bed and banks, the

shortening of the stream by cutoffs, canalization, and the shortage of

navigable depth in the upper reaches of the pools. These problems have

been described, and the design, development, and effects of cutoffs have

been considered. Data presented indicate that the rate of development of

cutoffs is related to the length ratio, river bend to pilot channel, and

the volume of flow for channels in comparable alluvial materials. The

average rate of deposition per unit length in old river bends cut off is

shown to be a function of the length ratio for several years following

opening of the cutoffs, but after approximately 5 years, all bends were

filled approximately the same amount regardless of the pattern of stream-

flow ● As of 1963, the cutoffs have had little effect on lowering the

stage-discharge relation or modifying the riverbed immediately upstream

and downstream.
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APPENDIX A: NOTATION

A=

cm? =

d=

g=

1=
pc

lr =

L=
r

P=

R=

s=

T =
o

Y =

The following symbols have been adopted for use in this paper:

area of a segment of stream cross section of average depth d

construction reference plane, corresponding approximately to the
water surface profile for a flow of approximately 10,000 cfs

average depth in a segment of stream cross section

acceleration of gravity

length of pilot channel

length of river bend cut off by pilot channel

length ratio, river bend to pilot channel

wetted perimeter

hydraulic radius

slope of the energy grade line, approximately
surface slope

tractive force, or bed shear, yRS

specific weight of water

equal to the water

Al
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APPENDIX B: HISTQRY OF ARKANSAS RIVER CUTOFFS

.

Trustee Bend Cut-
off, mile 339 (fig. Bl)

1. Between river miles 341 and 337, an elongated meander developed
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Fig. B1. Trustee Bend Cutoff, Arkansas River, mile 339
I

?9

between 1940 and 1953. During this period, the right bank at mile 340

caved approximately 3700 ft, and the left bank at mile 338 caved some

1500 ft, threatening the adjacent levee. The levee was set back in

March 1954, and excavation of the Trustee Bend pilot channel was com-

pleted at the same time, to eliminate any future threat to the levee.

Both 1954 and 1955 were years of low streamflow, as shown in fig. 3 of

the main text of this paper, and the pilot channel did not enlarge

B1



appreciably. In March 1956 a low-level control structure was built across

the old bendway downstream from the entrance to the pilot channel to direct

more of the low flows through the cut, and in November 1956, trench-fill

revetment was constructed

cutoff about 1000 ft from

and summer flood of 1957,

the successive bank lines

along the ultimate rectified alignment of the

the pilot channel. During the prolonged spring

the pilot channel enlarged rapidly, as shown by

in fig. B1. The logs of typical soils borings,

also shown in fig. Bl, indicate that a thick clay strata existed near the

upstream end of the cutoff, but that material was largely sand downstream.

This clay strata contributed to irregularity of widening throughout the

cutoff and caving of the right bank upstream from the cutoff. As the right

bank upstream of the cutoff continued to recede, flow was directed at a

sharp angle of attack against revetment 339.2L. To alleviate this a system

of dikes was constructed along the right bank for a distance of approxi-

mately 2 miles above the cutoff to rectify the alignment.

Arbuckle Island Cut-
off, mile 333 (fig. B2)

2. As the bend between miles 335 and 329 migrated downstream, there

was extensive bank caving on the right bank in the vicinity of mile 333 and

on the left bank at mile 330. Arbuckle Island Cutoff was designed to sta-

bilize the channel and eliminate the wide, shoaled reach with two natural

bends having radii of approximately 2000 ft. The pilot channel excavation

was completed and the plug removed on 6 September 1962. Supplementary

control structures upstream and downstream of the cutoff and revetment

of the ultimate channel alignment through the cutoff were also completed

in 1962.

McLean Bottom Cut-
off, mile 296 (fig. B3)

3. Between 1940 and 1954 a sharp bend developed at mile 295.5 with

a radius of approximately 2500 ft, and this bend in turn directed the flow

against the right bank at mile 294, causing caving which threatened the

levee at this point. To rectify these

channel was completed in January 1955;

not enlarge immediately because of low

additional excavation was completed in

conditions, the McLean Bottom pilot

however, the excavated channel did

streamflow, and in September 1956,

the pilot channel, deepening it
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Fig. B2. lkrbuckleIsland Cutoff, Arkansas River, mile 333

2% 2 2957 2953 2943 2941
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Fig. B3. McLean Bot-
tom Cutoff, Arkansas

River, mile 296
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appreciably. At the same time, the upstream control structure was extended

almost entirely across the old river channel, and the rectified alignment

through the cutoff was revetted. There was considerable gravelly material

in the left bank at the upstream end of the pilot channel, as indicated by

the boring logs in fig. B3, and this bank caved slowly. The pilot channel

enlarged during the 1957 flood, and the right bank at the mouth of the cut-

off receded rather rapidly, changing the pattern of flow into the cutoff.

This area was faired out in 1962.

Point Bar Cutoff, mile
250.5, and Holla Bend
Cutoff, mile 249.6 (fig. B4)

4. Prior to the construction of emergency works, the bends between

miles 254 and 24o had been undergoing long-term migration downstream ac-

companied by rapid rates of bank caving. The right bank upstream from

Point Bar Cutoff had caved as much as 650 ft in one year, and the left

bank at mile

249 and 241,

channel came

the levee at

250 caved 3000 ft between 1943 and 1957. Between miles

the rate of caving was slower, but progressive, and the

dangerously close to the levees at several points, breaching

mile

The Point Bar and

they were slow to

rial in the Holla

248in November 1951, and requiring a levee setback.

Holla Bend pilot channels were opened in May 1954, but

develop because of low streamflow and resistant mate-

Bend pilot channel area. Additional excavation of the

Holla Bend pilot channel was completed in November 1954. In January 1957,

the upstream control structure at Point Bar was raised and widened, and

additional excavation of the pilot channel was completed. Both of these

pilot channels enlarged satisfactorily during the 1957 flood.

Morrilton Cutoff,
mile 214.5 (fig. B5)

5* The pilot channel for Morrilton Cutoff was excavated in the

spring of 1950. In the preceding ten years, the left bank at mile 211

had caved 6000 ft and was endangering the adjacent levee. In the same

period, the narrow neck of land of the meander between miles 214 and 210

was narrowed from 5000 to 2200 ft, and it was evident that a natural cut-

off would occur shortly. However, it was estimated that a natural cutoff

would not occur in time to prevent damage to the levee at mile 211 and
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that the location of a natural cutoff would be less favorable for naviga-

tion and more expensive to maintain than a cutoff made in a controlled lo-

cation. Therefore, with the advent of high flows in May 1950, the plugs in

the pilot channel were breached, and the river began flowing through the

excavated cut.

6. The Morrilton pilot channel had a length ratio of approximately

6, which is the highest of any artificial cutoff on the Arkansas River.

It was opened to the river in a year of extremely favorable streamflow,

as shown in fig. 3 of the main

the left ultimate control line

constructed at the entrance to

The ultimate alignment is on a

text, and developed very rapidly. In 1953,

was revetted and control structures were

the old bend to direct flow into the cutoff.

very flat radius of curvature, 17,000 ft,

and the channel tended to meander and widen through the cutoff along the

right bank. Consequently, a dike system was constructed along the right

bank in 1961 to control

the reach. Progressive

indicated by the survey

the ultimate channel width and alignment through

development of the pilot channel cross section is

data at range 32+00, shown in fig. B6. Location
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Fig. B6. Development of
Morrilton Cutoff, typical
cross section, range 32+00
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DISTANCE IN HUNDREDS OF FEET

of the range is shown in fig. B~. It will

pilot channel had widened to approximately

Fourche Place Cutoff,
Mile 158.5, and Willow Bar
Cutoff, mile 156.4(fi~. B7)

be noted that the excavated

1100 ft in 18 months.

7* In this area the stream configuration changed

1940 and 1959. The right bank at mile 16o receded 2500

at mile 158 receded 3300 ft; and the right bank at mile

The right-bank levee at mile 156 was threatened in 1953

radically between

ft; the left bank

156 receded 2800 ft.

and was set back

600 ft at that time. However, the bank continued to erode, threatening

the setback, and as an emergency measure, a series of short dikes was

constructed in the area in 1959. The excavated pilot channel for Fourche

Place Cutoff was opened to the river on 5 February 1962. Revetment of the

cutoff on the ultimate controlled alignment and upstream control structures

were completed in

is a continuation

At this time, the

May 1962. The Willow Bar pilot channel, which, in effect,

of the upstream cutoff, was completed on 3 August 1962.
upstream control structure at Fourche Place Cutoff was

closed completely, followed by closure of the upstream control structure

at Willow Bar Cutoff. Both closure structures are pile revetment with low

stone fill. Earth plugs to block flow in the excavation along the toe of

the trench-fill revetments can be noted in fig. B7 and on other mosaics.

p Case Bar Cutoff, mile 145.5 (fig. B8)
,I

8. The right bankat mile 146 and the left bankat mile 144.5

]- caved extensively as the bend moved downstream; at mile 14-6the right bank
I
! receded 1500 ft between 1956 and 1962. Excavation of Case

nel began in November 1961 and was completed and opened to

B7
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Fig. B7. Fourche Place Cutoff, Willow Bar Cutoff, Arkansas River,
miles 158.5 to 154.5
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Fig. B8. Case Bar Cutoff, Arkansas River, mile 145.5
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28 November 1962. At that time, the upstream control structure was virtu-

ally completed, with a short gap of approximately 150 ft left in the piling,

as shown in fig. B8. Upon removal of the pilot channel plug, which is

shown in place in fig. B8, the upstream pile closure structure was

completed.

Brodie Bend Cutoff, mile 137 (fig. B9)

9* In migrating downstream between 1940 and 1956, Brodie Bend caved

the right bank at mile 136 some 5000 ft and the left bank at mile 133.5

I
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CL
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SM

Fig. B9. Brodie Bend
Sw
5P

Cutoff, Arkansas
River, mile 137
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some 2000 ft, requiring a setback in the levee at that point in 1946. By

1956, the left top bank was again within 800 ft of the toe of the levee,

and the bend was long and tortuous with radii of approximately 2000 ft.

‘Thepilot channel was excavated and the cutoff revetted in 1956. The plug

which had been left in the excavated channel was overtopped and washed out

on 5 April 1957, and the channel enlarged rapidly during the 1957 flood.

The upstream control structure along the left bank of the main channel was

constructed in 1958, and the old channel was closed off with pile revetment

with stone fill to CRP (elevation 197.5) in 1960. In 1961, stone in the

pile revetment was raised some 3 ft.

Hensley Bar Cutoff,
mile 120 (fig. B1O)

10. In 1927, a natural cutoff occurred across the narrow neck of

land between miles 122 and 121, Pastoria Cutoff, and greatly modified chan-

nel conditions downstream. The right bank at Pastoria Cutoff was rela-

tively resistant to erosion, but downstream from this area the river was

continuously and radically modified. By 1930, caving of the left bank at

mile 117.5 necessitated setting the levee back approximately 1 mile, and

in 1943 the right-bank levee at mile 118 was breached by caving banks and

1

Fig. B1O. Hensley Bar Cutoff, Arkansas River, mile 120
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constructed on a setback alignment. The right bank continued to recede,

and by 1949 was again within 700 ft of the levee. The Hensley Bar pilot

channel was completed in 1951 and widened slowly to approximately 400 to

500 ft by August 1953. The ultimate channel alignment through the cutoff

was revetted in 1953; three upstream control structures were constructed

in 1955 to divert more flow into the pilot channel; and the upstream

entrance to the old bend was closed to low flows in 1956. During the 1957

flood, the channel developed to where it flowed along the revetted

Little Bayou Meto Cutoff,
mile 68 (1943 survey) (fig. Bll)

11. Between 1942 and 1960 the right bank at mile 67 receded

bank.

Fig. B1l. Little Bayou Meto Cutoff, Arkansas River, mile 68 (1943 mileage)

Bll



approximately 5000 ft, and at mile 65.5 the left bank receded some 3000 ft

prior to the construction of emergency works in the area. Because of the

sharp radii of 2500 to 3500 ft around the bend, maintenance costs on these

structures were excessive, and additional rectification structures around

the bend would have been required to provide a suitable navigation channel.

The cutoff was designed to mitigate these conditions. The trench-fill

revetment and pilot channel excavation were completed in 1962,and the

plug was removed from the pilot channel on 30 August 1962. Detailed

design of the upstream control structures is pending completion of model

studies of contraction and rectification structures required downstream

of Lock and Dam No. 3.
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CHAPTER VI

PROBLEM AREAS IN THE FIELD ADMINISTRATION OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS

BANK STABILIZATION PROJECTS

by

R. L. Brogle@

1. I believe that our No. 1 problem in the field is that of avoid-

ing trouble with our contractors in the administration of the work. Some

of our contractors seem inclined to present the Government with a claim

if given the slightest opportunity. Any departure from the contract

specifications, unless previously agreed to in writing, may result in a

claim from the contractor. It is therefore necessary that the field rep-

resentatives of the contracting officer be most circumspect in their deal-

ings with the contractors. We can avoid this problem in a large extent

by adhering closely to the requirements of the contract. Furthermore,

we, as an organization, can better comnand the respect of the contractors

by maintaining the standards of construction specified for the work for

which we are responsible.

2. Our No. 2 problem in construction work is safety, or the pre-

vention of accidents. Millions of printed words read by thousands of

construction personnel are no doubt helpful in maintaining an attitude

of safety consciousness among construction supervisors. However, it

takes much more than the printed word and attractive safety posters and

slogans to make any accident-prevention program effective. It requires

knowledge of what constitutes a hazard to safety and of how to eliminate

the hazard. I agree that preventive measures, such as inspections of

equipment, methods and work areas to detect potential safety hazards,

and weekly safety meetings attended by both contractor and Government

personnel, tend to reduce our frequency rate. Yet, most of our acci-

dents in construction work occur as a result of carelessness on the part

of the employees and a lack of diligence on the part of the supervisory

personnel. Very few of these accidents are due to unforeseeable

* U. S. Army Engineer District, Little Rock, Arkansas.
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mechanical failures. As an example, a new barge was received on one of

our revetment and dike jobs. This barge was equipped with crank-operated

winches for raising and lowering the end ramp. Supervisory personnel were

unaware that hand cranks on winches are prohibited, but did note a safety

hazard and instructed the deckhands to remove the crank before lowering

the ramp and to use the hoist drum brake for lowering. The deckhand

evidently considered it too much trouble to remove the crank every time

he had to lower the ramp, so the inevitable happened and he was laid up

with a broken arm. This accident should have been prevented. The super-

visory personnel were ignorant of safety requirements and the injured

employee disregarded instructions of his supervisor. We also have a defi-

nite safety hazard in this type of construction where the truckers are

required to back their trucks a distance of 500 to 600 ft or more on the

top of the stone structures to place the material. A number of loaded

trucks have overturned off the sides of the structures, which generally

vary in width from 12 to 24 ft. We have not yet learned how to prevent

this type of accident. Our Safety Manual is adequate for the prevention

of almost all accidents if the rules contained therein are understood and

applied to our construction work. There is one prevention item that is

not contained in the Safety Manual and one that should be incorporated

into every construction contract involving hauling of materials. I am

referring to the prevention of accidents on dusty roads. I would like to

recommend that every construction contract specification contain a clause

requiring the contractor to apply a chemical solution or granules, or just

plain water, in sufficient quantity, and at intervals as required to main-

tain the roads in as near a dustless condition as possible at all times

when the work is in progress.

3. I consider that our No. 3 problem is the enforcement of the

labor standards provisions of the contracts, particularly the Work Hours

Act of 1962. I believe most contractors make an honest effort to comply

with the labor provisions of the contracts. However, the application of

the labor standards provisions sometimes becomes quite confusing when

complicated by employees who work in two or more classifications and at

overtime rates in a single pay period. I expect that the penalty of

$10.00 for each violation of this act will, if applied, do more toward
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educating the contractors and reducing the number of violations than our

field forces will be able to accomplish.

~. These are a few problems in the construction of bank stabiliza-

tion and channel rectification projects that I would like to mention. On

trench-fill revetment work, the contractors occasionally experience con-

siderable difficulty in excavating the trench to specified grade, par-

ticularly in the fine-grained, saturated soils so frequently encountered

in this type of work. In some instances the contractors progress suffers

appreciably because he is reluctant to install effective dewatering equip-

ment. I recall one instance where the contractor was attempting to dewa-

ter the trench with a large centrifugal pump and his progress had slowed

to less than 50 ft of trench per day. He finally became convinced that

a wellpoint system would be the solution to his problem. After installa-

tion of 1000 ft of wellpoint system, his production increased to more

than 300 ft of trench per day. I am of the opinion that we should pro-

vide payment to the contractor for the additional excavation required to

excavate the shelf, or bench, for setting the wellpoint system header

when wellpoint systems become necessary for the effective dewatering of

trenches. The excavation required for the header bench would increase

the normal quantity of excavation by less than 10% and would serve as

an inducement for the more extensive use of wellpoint systems when more

effective dewatering systems are indicated.

5. Rrobably our most serious problem is in the constructing of com-

paratively long dikes on a sharp concave bend of the river where the exist-

ing deep channel is against the concave bank. Specifications require a min-

imum of 7 tons of stone per linear foot or that stone be placed to Construc-

tion Reference Plane (CRP) -15 ft, whichever results in a higher stone ele-

vation. Specifications also provide that when “the construction of the

pile portion of any dike has progressed into the channel to where a river

bottom elevation is encountered that is above elevation CRP -3 ft, work on

the dike shall stop at that point and shall not begin again until the chan-

nel develops a river bottom elevation at or below elevation CRP -3 ft.” It

is our experience that scour of the sandbar where an elevation above CRP -3

ft has been encountered will not occur as long

flow over the deep channel section of the dike

as the river is permitted to

previously constructed to
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elevation CRP -15 ft. Any indicated correction of a situation of this kind

appears to be expensive in material cost. It is understood that our engi-

neering division is presently making a study of this problem.

6. The gradation of stone furnished for the work is of continuing

concern to our field forces. The contractors naturally want to produce the

stone from quarries located as close as possible to the work. We expe-

rience very little difficulty in obtaining stone that will meet our re-

quirements for quality. However, some of these quarries contain stone

that is seamed and very thinly bedded, and the contractors have difficulty

in meeting the requirements for top size. In other quarries it becomes

difficult to produce a sufficient quantity of stone graded between the

specified top sizes and the fines. It frequently becomes necessary to

maintain very close inspection of the stone at the quarry, and to accept

or reject the material at the point of loading. Gradation checks of the

material are frequently required to verify the acceptability of the mate-

rial. I am of the opinion that our specifications for stone are unneces-

sarily rigid, based on past experience and the performance of existing

structures that have well served their intended purpose over a period of

8 to 10 years. I believe that the specifications should be revised to pro-

vide a minimum of 40% of kO-lb stone for stone-fill structures, and not

less than 40% of stone over 25 lb for trench-fill work with an allowable

maximum of 8% fines for each gradation. The specifications should also be

revised to permit a certain percentage of the material to exceed the top

sizes presently specified. I believe that these suggested revisions would

provide a specification more realistically related to the material we find

available within a reasonable distance of the river. One other point is

that most of our bank stabilization contracts require the construction of

both trench-fill and stone-fill structures. The stone for these struc-

tures usually comes out of a single quarry. In order that the contractor

may operate efficiently and maintain his progress schedule, it is neces-

sary that he place stone in each type of structure simultaneously. There

is no known means of selecting stone at the quarry that will meet the re-

quired gradation for each type of structure, and the result is that we us-

ually settle for stone on the plus side for trench-fill

on the minus side for stone-fill work. I would welcome

recommendations on this subject.
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. CHAPTER VII

THE ARKANSAS-WHITE CUTOFF CLOSURE

by

Hilton Keen*

History and Location

1. The Arkansas-White Cutoff is a naturally occurring channel, ap-

proximately 4 to 5 miles long, joining the Arkansas and White Rivers near

their confluence with the Mississippi River (see fig. 1). The channel has

LMERRISACH
LAKE

/—

Fig. 1. Sketch of Arkansas-White Cutoff closure

I

I

.

been in existence for many years as evidenced by comments of early settlers

of the area. During the Civil War, Federal gunboats used this route for

their attack on Arkansas Post. The first recorded bank survey was made

in 1834.

2. The cutoff has been used by boats for many years as a passage be-

tween the Mississippi and Arkansas Rivers, affording a shorter and more

* U. S. Army Engineer District, Little Rock, Arkansas.
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dependable route between the two. The new route for navigation of the

Arkansas River will> however, bypass the cutoff. Beginning at the mouth

of the White River, the navigation route will go upstream past the mouth

of the cutoff to the entrance of the Arkansas Post Canal, and then through

the canal to Pool 2 on the Arkansas River. If the cutoff is permitted to

continue functioning, its contribution will be detrimental to the economic

maintenance of a 9-ft channel on the lower White River. It has been de-

termined that a closure dam should be constructed within the cutoff to

prohibit normal flow between the two rivers. The purpose of this paper

is to briefly present reasons for making the closure and some of the de-

sign features of the closure structure.

Reasons for Closure

3* Fig. 2 shows in more detail the interconnection between the

Arkansas and White Rivers. It can be seen that the major flow of the

Arkansas River is going through the cutoff with almost no flow down the

main stem. The Arkansas flow at this time was approximately 15,000 cfs.

Note also the difference in color where the muddy water of the Arkansas

empties into the clearer White River.

4. Flow in the cutoff may be either northward or southward depending

on the relative stages of the Arkansas and Mississippi (or White) Rivers.

A characteristic condition is for a southward flow to occur during the

spring rises on the Mississippi River. Flow from the Arkansas may occur

at any time during the year, but the greatest velocities in the cutoff

occur in the later part of the year when rises on the Arkansas River co-

incide with low stages on the Mississippi River. For approximately 20 per-

cent of the time in September, October, and November there is no flow.

When northward flow occurs from the Arkansas, a large sand load is carried

into the White River. The White River is naturally a clear-water stream

with relatively stable banks, but for channel conditions existing in 1961

about 24 percent of the flow of the Arkansas River was reaching the lower

White River in a year of average streamflow, carrying a similar percentage

of the sand load, or about 6,000,000 tons

increase is occurring in the contribution

per year. Also, a progressive

of Arkansas River flow. This
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may result in the White River below the cutoff developing the wide, shallow,

unstable regime of the Arkansas River, thus increasing the difficulty of

maintaining a navigable channel.

Existing White River Bed Deposits

5* Fig. 3 shows profiles of the highest point in the lowest 250-ft

width of the White River, downstream from the Arkansas-White Cutoff, and

the low-water profile. Bed profiles are plotted for various years between

1917 and 1961. Note that for each year, except one, the profile of the

high point in the lowest 250-ft width exceeds the low-water profile which

is at approximate elevation 110. With recession of the Mississippi River

to extreme low water some natural scour would occur, but both initial and

maintenance dredging will be required to provide navigable depths for the

Arkansas River project. Of the 4 million cu yd of initial dredging re-

quired on the

75 percent is

After initial

White River between Arkansas Post Canal and the mouth,

in the 4.3 miles downstream from the Arkansas-White Cutoff.

dredging and with an average annual sand load of 6 million

ARKANSAS-WHITE CUTOFF MOUTH OFWHITE

/-LOWWATERPROFILE/
II A / j. 4

,/.. ~--
““\ / ~... . .\

:..&i-w/ “’i I v t\ )5+=—Y——P’ \\w/”/f’

I 1 I 1

I
I 1 I 1

I
1 I

I
1 ,

+

130
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MID-BANK DISTANCE IN MILES

Fig. 3. Bed profiles for various years between 1917 and 1961, and
low-water profile, White River
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tons being contributed through the Arkansas-White Cutoff, there would be

a tendency for the channel to refill and regain equilibrium conditions.

The cutoff is progressively developing and a greater portion of the flow

of the Arkansas may pass through the cutoff in the future. Because of

these reasons, it has been determined that the cutoff should be closed.

The sooner the work is

6. TWO types of

across the cutoff, and

done, the less costly it will be.

Closure Methods Investigated

closure structures have been considered: (a) a dam

(b) permeable dikes comprised of treated piles rein-

forced with stone fill. Both overflow and nonoverflow dams were considered

at two locations, and permeable dikes were considered at a number of loca-

tions in the cutoff. Based on these studies, three plans were developed.

These plans are discussed in the following paragraphs.

Permeable pile dikes

7. This plan consisted first of bank revetment to stabilize the lo-

cation of House Bend of the Arkansas River downstream to the cutoff. With

this bank stabilized, permeable treated-pile revetment with stone fill

would be built across the entrance to the Arkansas-White Cutoff. In addi-

tion, a higher permeable dike structure would be located in the cutoff

about 2700 ft from the entrance. If sufficient deposits eventually oc-

curred between the two dikes to form a new bank line with natural vegeta-

tive growth, a satisfactory closure of the cutoff would be effected. How-

ever subsequent revetment in Sawmill Bend Cutoff might be necessary to

complete stabilization of the reach. The estimated cost of this plan

was $3,100,000.

Within~hannel overflow stone weir

8. This plan consisted of a low stone weir near the middle of the

cutoff with bank paving on each bank, 200 ft on the Arkansas River side of

the weir and 300 ft on the White River side. The crown of the weir was set

at elevation 140 which is generally 10 ft below the top of the west over-

bank. This elevation was considered optimum to reduce flow of Arkansas

River sediment to the White River while keeping the head differential

across the structure sufficiently small to reduce stone sizes and base
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width. Critical discharge would occur with flow from the Arkansas River to

the White River when velocities of the order of 30 fps would occur down the

face of the structure. With velocities of that magnitude, stone 9 ft in

diameter would be required for stability on a l-to-5 slope. The cost of

such a stone weir was estimated at $4,300,000.

Nonoverflow dam across
the main channel of cutoff

9* The location considered most feasible, and the one that was

adopted is shown in fig. 4. The location is close to White River to mini-

mize the possibility of the structure’s being flanked by bank caving along

the Arkansas River near House Bend. An alternate site located near the

middle of the cutoff indicated no appreciable difference in quantity of

fill material for the dam. The height of the dam will range from about

20 ft in the overbank to a maximum of about 60 ft in the main channel.

Dredged fill will be used to make the embankment. The remoteness of the

site, the fluctuating water flows and water surface elevations with respect

to ground levels, and the characteristics of available construction mate-

rials impose severe limitations on possible embankment designs. The dam

will extend into the wooded overbanks to prevent erosion when flanked dur-

ing flood periods. No clearing will be permitted in the overbank except

that necessary to handle discharge lines from the dredge. Total costs for

the dredged fill dam are now estimated at approximately $1,600,000. Fig. 4

also shows the location of a rock closure structure near the toe of the

embankment on the White River side and in the main channel of the cutoff.

An attempt will be made to effect final closure within the main channel

using only dredged fill. The Little Rock District has contracted for

rental of a 27-in. butterhead dredge for construction of the embankment,

and has negotiated with the Memphis District for the loan of another 27-in.

butterhead dredge to assist in making closure within the main channel.

With both dredges available, and with minimum or no flow in the cutoff, it

it is believed that closure can be made without an initial rock closure

structure. If it is seen that closure cannot be made with dredged fill

only, a rock dike will be constructed to a height necessary to still

the flow, and the remainder of the final closure will be made with

dredged fill.
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Fig. 5. Phases in construction of closure dam

10● As shown in fig. 5, the closure dam will be constructed in four

phases.

a. Phase I. The east and west overbank sections and the east.
overbank plugs will be brought to elevation 16o using bor-
row from the Arkansas River side of the dam.

b. Phase II. The dredge will be moved to the White River side
of the dam. If flow conditions are favorable, closure of
the main channel will be attempted with the assistance of
the second dredge. If closure cannot be made with dredged
fill, the rock closure structure will be placed to still
flow and the two dredges will then make final closure to
elevation 150. Side slopes for Phases I and II construc-
tion are expected to be approximately 1 on 20.

c. Phase III. After the final closure section has been brought
to elevation 150, pocket pipe will be used to bring it to
elevation 16o.

d. Phase IV. The entire embankment will be brought to eleva-
tion 172 with pocket pipe. Side slopes of 1 on 10 are ex-
pected with the use of this method.

No further protection is proposed for the structure. It is believed that

willow and other natural growth will provide adequate protective cover.
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CHAPTER

CHANNEL STABILIZATION

LITTIE ROCK

by

William E.

VIII

ON THE ARKANSAS RIVER

DISTRICT

Isaacs*

Introduction

1. The purpose of this paper is to present a general discussion

of the Arkansas portion of the bank stabilization and channel stabiliza-

tion feature of the Arkansas River and Tributaries Plan of Improvement.

Preliminary design studies for this feature were initiated in Fiscal

Year 1949, and construction was initiated in Little Rock District in

Fiscal Year 1950. The project document~ proposed that lumber-mattress

type revetment constructed on unstable concave bends in the navigation

pools would provide sufficient channel stabilization for the project.

More detailed

rience on the

rectification

channel which

was validated

stabilization

studies of the river and advice of engineers with expe-

similar Missouri River indicated considerable channel

would be required to achieve a reasonably well stabilized

could be maintained economically. This early conclusion

by experience during the construction of emergency bank

works through FY 1961, and the overall work since that

time. The structures and techniques utilized to date are generally the

Missouri River or Mississippi River types, modified to fit local condi-

tions. This paper will skip the usual explanation of conditions on the

Arkansas River, description of the project, and details of the work which

are adequately covered in the following recent papers and reports.

a. Stabilization Plan for the Arkansas River, presented to
the ASCE Convention in New Orleans, Louisiana, by

* Chief, River Development Section, Design Branch, Engineering Divi-
sion, U. S. - Ihgineer District, Little Rock Arkansas.

* Survey Report on Arkansas River and Tributaries, Arkansas and
Oklahoma, For Navigation, I&droelectric Power and Other Purposes,
dated 21 December 1943, ordered published as HD No. 758, 79th Congress,
2d Session on 30July 1946.
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b.—

co—

g.

Scome

E. B. Madden, March 1960, and published as Chapter III,
vol 1, Technical Report 1, Symposium of Channel Stabiliza-
tion Problems, September 1963.

Project Design Memorandum No. 8, Bank Stabilization and
Channel Rectification, Arkansas River and Tributaries,
Arkansas and Oklahoma, and Appendix I thereto, prepared
by the Little Rock District, October 1960.

“Channel Stabilization on the Arkansas River,” by John
Bush, published inASCE Proceedings, Paper 3126, May 1962.
Included as Chapter IV herein.

“Hydraulic Aspects of Channel Improvement on the Arkansas..
River,” presented by Margaret S. Petersen at the ASCE
Water Resources Engineering Conference, in Milwaukee,
Wisconsin, May 1963. Included as Chapter V herein.

Scope and Cost of Channel Stabilization Work

2. The responsibility of the Little Rock District for channel

work extends from mile 362 (1940 Survey Mileage) to mile 34 (1943 Survey

Mileage). The Vicksburg District is responsible for flood-control work

south of Pine Bluff and necessary channel work between mile 34 and the

mouth. Prior to Fiscal Year 1962, the Vicksburg District was responsible

for channel work downstream from Jefferson County Free Bridge, mile 115.7

(1940 Survey Mileage; mile 101.7, 1943 Survey Mileage) to the mouth. The

Little Rock District’s area of responsibility covers 314 miles of river

channel, most of which was very unstable and subject to rapid caving

which threatened levees and other improvements. The channel was also

split, braided, shoaled, and otherwise unfit for development as a naviga-

tion channel. The rectified channel will be shortened about 27 miles by

cutoffs and channel realignments. Stabilization works are considered un-

necessary in the deep portions of the Ozark and Dardanelle pools. It is

estimated that stabilizationworks will be required on one or both banks

along about 220 miles of the stabilized and realigned river, not including

approximately 12 miles of the stabilized bank abandoned by channel reloca-

tions. It was estimated in Project Design Memorandum No. 8 (paragraph lb)

that approximately 1,500,000 lin ft of revetment and dikes and 22,500,000

cu yd of excavation, plus additional stone and additional contraction

works would be required to stabilize these banks. The scope of the work
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has increased since the project design memorandum was prepared, as a

result of changed field conditions, elimination of one lock and dam,

re-siting of other locks and dams, and the addition of the Arkansas-

White Cutoff closure structure to this feature.* Other changes are

anticipated in the siting of the remaining locks and dam, and studies

are under way to determine the requirements for completing the project.

Estimated costs

39 The current estimate of cost of work in the Little Rock

District (excluding initial dredging below the

works which may be required, and stabilization

Canal and White River between Lock and Dam No.

locks, over contraction

of the Arkansas Post

1 and the Mississippi

River) is $120,270,000. The estimate is subject to revision upon com-

pletion of the final siting of all locks and dams on the main stem and

the restudy of final requirements referred to above.

Accomplishments

Accomplishments to Date and Remaining Work

to date

4. Fig. 1 shows the expenditures on this program for the Tulsa

($ MILLIONS)

(27 JuNE 1963)

LITTLE

ROCK

DISTRICT

TULSA

DISTRICT

c1.............. EXPENDED FY 1962
. . . . . . .

n............::>.>.:,..,..:..:.... ESTIMATED ExPENDITURE FY 1963..,...............,>
.. .... ..........

8.3

L

L___ ...

L_ I 1 APPROVED BUDGET FOR FY 1964
0.3

0.6

2.6 ESTIMATED FUNDS REQUIRED AFTER FY 1964

Fig. 1. Expenditures on bank-stabilization construction, Arkansas River

* The Arkansas-White Cutoff Closure, by Hilton Keen. Included as
Chapter VII herein.
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District, Little Rock District (includes work by Vicksburg in FY 1952-1961),

and the total. The rapidity of recent progress is illustrated by the fact

that the Little Rock District has built about as much work in the past two

years as was built by the three districts between l?Y1950 and 1961 under

the emergency program. At present, the total work completed or under con-

tract in the Little Rock District totals over 1,300,000 lin ft of revet-

ments and dikes, 18,000,000 cu yd of pilot channel excavation, and the

Arkansas-White Cutoff closure structure. Bank caving which might threaten

levees or improvements is now reasonably well under control. The proposed

navigation channel is shaping up fairly well considering that flows have

been much lower than desirable for channel development over the past 18

months. It appears that the estimate given in Project Design Memorandum

No. 8 will be low for revetments and dikes because of the added scope of

work discussed above. However, the pilot channel excavation estimate

should be relatively accurate since only two major cutoffs (Boyd Point and

Morgan Bend) remain to be placed under contract.

Remaining work

5. Assuming adequate funds are available and no major conflicts

in scheduling work in phase with lock and dam construction, it is pro-

posed to complete or place under contract all major contract work in FY

1964 and 1965, and to finish up contraction works, additional stone in

pile structures, additional stone bank paving in the navigation POOIS,

and minor contingency work in FY 1966, 1967, and 1968, so that the

channel will be essentially stable and ready for navigation when the

first locks and dams are completed. This expedited schedule iS neces-

sary to allow the maximum practicable time for channel development be-

fore pools are formed, complete work which the pools would cover> get

dikes in to catch accretion before the sediment supply is shut off on

the headwaters, and to prevent setting large quantities of material in

motion by channel realignments and cutoffs. Also, early channel sta-

bilization will permit making better estimates of the initial dredging

which will be required downstream from the locks and dams, and of the

probable annual maintenance which will be required after completion of

the work.
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Types of Structures Used

I

6. The types of

District are similar to

essentially the same as

Most of these structure

structures in current use in the Little Rock

those used on the Missouri River and are

described in Project Design Memorandum No. 8.

types are illustrated in the typical reach near

Little Rock, Arkansas, shown in plate VIII-1. Standard designs, as

described below and shown in plates VIII-2, -3, -4, -5, -6, and -7, are

used except where necessary to develop variations for special cases.

Trench-fill (toe trench) revetments

7. This type of construction is used along all high banks requir-

ing protection. The standard section has a trench depth of 7 ft below

CRY containing from 7 to 12 tons of quarry-run stone with fines, and

bank paving averaging 18 in. in thickness placed on a slope graded 1 on 3

to an elevation of 15 to 16 ft above CRP, but not less than 5 ft above

the top of the proposed navigation pool. The trench depth is varied

from CRP to CRP -8 or more as required to resist anticipated attack

conditions. The upper-bank paving is protected by a stone cap fill where

considerable overbank flow is anticipated. High, unprotected upper-bank

slopes are provided with erosion-control measures where runoff might

damage the slope. Reinforced drains are provided where drainage outlets

cross the revetment. Most of the spoil from the trench excavation is

cast on the riverside of the trench; although a limited landside spoil

bank is usually permitted and is required where necessary to increase

the bank height. This t~e structure costs from $20 to $100 per lin ft,

depending on the availability of stone and quantity of excavation

required.

Stone-fill dikes and revetments

8. These structures are very similar, except that the dike is

oriented normal to the flow and the revetment parallel to flow. Other

minor differences include flatter back slopes on dikes, and addition of

a toe trench, where required, on stone-fill revetments. These structures

.

* Construction Reference Plane, an arbitrary sloping plane approxi-
mately equal to the water-surface profile for a flow of about
10,000 cfs in the Little Rock District.
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are used for all within-channel work between Fort Smith and Dardanelle,

to a large extent between Dardanelle and Little Rock, and only in loca-

tions where it is impracticable to drive piling downstream from Little

Rock. Bankheads from 100 to 200 ft long are specified on high banks,

and stone roots are specified on low sloping banks to prevent flanking

of dikes. Standard trench-fill revetment is used as an upstream con-

tinuation of stone-fill revetments at junctions with high banks. Stand-

ard transitions have been developed to eliminate abrupt changes in sec-

tions where structure types change. Where structures are placed in

deep water, a 3- to 5-ft blanket for the full width and length of the

stone fill is specified to be provided after the bankhead is finished.

All stone fills in a related group of structures are raised to within 4

ft of top grade before final topping out on any one structure. This pro-

cedure is used to prevent attack on the bank downstream from the dikes and

excessive scour at the riverward end of a massive fill. Solid dikes func-

tion differently from permeable dikes in this respect. Actually, it

would be preferable to blanket all dikes, then build them out in unison,

if practicable, rather than to complete them in a downstream direction

as is the practice with pile dikes. Stone-fill structures vary from

light pads of stone or stone-filled key trenches to massive fills requir-

ing up to 100 tons of stone per lin ft. They are usually built with an

approximately 10-ft crown at CRP +13 ft at the bankhead, sloping to

CRP +10 ft at the riverward end, although the height is varied and spill-

ways are provided where they are used to close

and side chutes. The cost of these structures

off secondary channels

may vary from $5 to $200

per ft.

Timber pile dikes and revetments

1 9* These structures are used in areas where depths are adequate

for pile drivers and stone barges to operate, and where the probable cost

of stone is higher than the cost of the piling, initial stone, and addi-

tional stone which would be required to make the structures permanent.

Two-row, single-pile structures with piling spaced 10 ft on centers in

each row are favored for pile revetment, baffle dikes, and spur dikes in

areas subject to light attack. Two-row, three-pile clump construction

with clumps spaced 15 ft on centers in each row is favored for spur dikes
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and pile revetments which may be subjected to severe attack. The top of

piling is usually cut off at 15 to 16 ft above CRP (125,000 to 150,000

Cfs). Where a spillway is needed to pass drift over closure structures,

the piling is cut off at CRP +10 ft. Piling is driven to 30 to 40 ft

below CRP (or 15- to 25-ft penetration), or to refusal, to prevent

undermining by scour. Lumber mattress is used infrequently for scour

protection and only in areas where the water is excessively deep and

accretion deposits are anticipated to be rapid. A stone blanket or fill

is most frequently used to protect the piles from scour. It is assumed

that 4 tons per lin ft will give protection from scour comparable to a

lumber mattress. This quantity is specified as the initial fill and

additional stone is usually placed in the structure to resist overturn-

ing by heavy drift loads and to promote rapid accretion. In deep water,

the initial fill is usually carried to at least one-half the length of

the pile, to CRP if practicable, but not less than 7 tons of stone in the

dike, with a minimum of 10 tons on the outer 100 ft. A 2-clump terminal

is provided on the riverward ends of the structure. On the lower river

where stone is expensive and accretion is slow at the riverward ends of

the dikes, the riverward 100 ft is sloped from CRP +16 ft to CRP +10 ft,

and constructed of treated piling. Treated piling is also used in other

localities where accretion may be slow and stone is more expensive than

the additional cost of the piling. Generally, pile structures are con-

sidered temporary realignment tools since they are usually converted to

a solid stone structure when the piling is rotten and accretion deposits

are several feet above low water. Bankheads for pile structures are

similar to those for stone-fill structures.

Cutoffs and pilot channels

10. These structures are discussed in detail in Chapter V herein.

Pilot cuts are usually made with draglines above the water table and

dredges below the water

slopes from 1 on 2 to 1

ft below CRP, depending

is placed alongside the

table. Bottom widths

on 3, and depths from

on local conditions.

trench or pumped into

vary from 50 to 200 ft, side

CRPto as low as 10 to 12

Spoil from the excavation

the old bendways. These

structures are used to supplement or complement revetment and dike lay-

outs as required to develop the desired channel alignment.
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Dunmed stone

11. In some instances where attack is temporary or excavation

impracticable, stone is dumped overbank at rates of 10 to 20 tons per

lin ft. This practice should be avoided if practicable.

Steel ,jetties

12. These structures have not been used, but are being given

consideration for use in areas where depths are shallow, attack is

light, and they will not be a hazard to navigation.

Standard mattress revetment

13 ● This district has not designed this type structure since

1950, Two early projects included this type structure built to cri-

teria established by the Arkansas River Board. The Vicksburg District

continued to design mattress through Fiscal Year 1961. The standard

design used at that time utilized a 125-ft board mat, 4-in. board

spacing, 2 tons of ballast stone per square, and bank paving of 10 in.

of graded stone and 6 in. of sand and gravel filter placed on a l-on-3

slope up to 25 ft above mean low water. This structure is considered

reliable and effective for stabilizing banks on the Arkansas River if

the bend to be protected is flatter than a 6000-ft radius of curva-

ture; the bank line is uniform in alignment and free from false points,

pockets, and other irregularities; the underwater slope is uniform with

depths which will permit complete placement of the mattress below low

water; and the cost is less than other methods of protection. Willow

mattresses are considered superior to lumber mattresses, but are im-

practicable because of high labor costs. Those built on the White

River have lasted for 50 to 60 years without maintenance. However,

it has been the experience of this district that lumber mattresses are

not generally practicable on the Arkansas River, since existing condi-

tions include irregular bank lines, lack of depth, sharp bends, diffi-

culty in obtaining suitable alignments, high costs compared to stone

structures, difficulties in constructing the work without the require-

ments of reinforcement after the initial low-water inspection, and

high maintenance costs from damages caused by false points and

irregularities.
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Major Factors Influencing Design of Work

.

i
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1,

*

14. Primarily, it is desired to specify structures practicable to

build, economical, effective, and with a low maintenance cost. Upstream

from Dardanelle various combinations of stone structures have been used

successfully. Between Dardanelle and the lower river, stone-fill struc-

tures are used on high bars, and pile structures are used in deep water,

generally where the water is at or below CRP -3 ft, although local condi-

tions such as available rock, high rock bottom, or anticipated difficulty

in mobilizing floating plant may rule out the piling. Pilot channels and

trench-fill revetments are essentially the same for the entire river.

Materials

15. Stone. The principal material used is stone (about 18,000,000

tons), amounting to 53% of the money spent to date. Quarry-run stone

with fines is used almost exclusively since stone is available all along

the river between Fort Smith and Little Rock, and can be produced pit-

run at a fraction of the cost of shipping in commercially graded stone.

Stone for bank paving and trench fill is 350-lb maximum size, at least

50Z larger than 25 lb, and not more than 5% fines. Stone for dikes is

1000-lb maximum size, at least 5@0 larger than 40 lb, and not more

than 5% fines. This stone in place averages about 1.5 tons per cu yd

and bids are received by weight rather than attempting to measure the

stone in place. Recent bids for stone in place between Fort Smith and Dar-

danelle have averaged $1.27 per ton, ranging from $0.925 to $1.85; between

Dardanelle and Little Rock they have averaged $1.62,ranging from $1.24 to

$2.50; between Little Rock and Pine Bluff bids have averaged $1.93, ranging

from $1.44 to $2.85; and downstream of Pine Bluff they have averaged $4.12,

ranging from $2.50 to $5.70. Upstream from Pine Bluff, these bids are gen-

erally from 5% to l@o less than bids received prior to FY 1962, probably as

a result of the generally larger contracts. Downstream from Pine Bluff data

are incomplete on early construction; however, recent bids indicate a con.

siderable saving has resulted from the use of larger contracts and quarry-

run stone in lieu of graded stone. Bids on all stone have averaged $1.90

per ton.

~6. Excavation. Excavation for structures (about 28,000,000
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cu yd) averages about $0.19 per cu yd, ranging from $0”10 tO $2.00

depending on conditions and the size of the job. Channel excavation

(about 19,000,000 cuyd) has averaged $0.13, ranging from $O.085 to

$0.167 Per cuyd. About 12% of the total expenditures have been for

excavation.

17. Piling. About 6,000,000 lin ft of timber piling has been

used amounting to about 90 of the total expenditures. Bids have

averaged $1.13 per lin ft, ranging from $0.80 to $2.50 for untreated

piling; and $1.79 for treated piling, ranging from $1.47 to $2.68.

18. Miscellaneous. About 26% of the total expenditures has

been for items on which statistics are not readily available to the

writer, such as stone, lumber-mattress piles, and other construction

performed by the Vicksburg District prior to FY 1962; and for minor work

performed in the Little Rock District.

Selection of structures

19 ● The selection of the type and strength of structure is a

matter of the designer’s judgment and economics. Mattress-t~e re-

vetment is not considered upstream from Pine Bluff as it is not compet-

itive with trench-fill revetment in cost, and beta’useof difficulties

in obtaining a smooth alignment, getting the mattress below low water,

and insuring uniform coverage of stone to ballast and protect the mat-

tress. Trench-fill revetment is more flexible, less affected by change

in river stages, and so far has proved to be at least as durable as

mattress on the Arkansas River upstream from Pine Bluff. Estimates

indicate that it is competitive with mattress work downstream from

Pine Bluff and it is now being used there.

20. The use of stone fill or pile with stone-fill revetments is

dictated by the requirements for developing a particular alignment. Re-

vetment is superior to spur dikes where the dikes would be very short,

eddies and scour holes would be objectionable, or additional protection

is desired. The single-pile structure apparently is superior for

accretion purposes, while the clump structure is stronger. Whether pil-

ing is used or not depends on local conditions such as depth of water,

availability of stone, and estimated ultimate cost of the structure.

Pile structures rot out in 5 to 10 yr and require more maintenance than
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stone-fill structures. They also require re-tying in 3 to 10 yr as a

satisfactory tie material has not been found.

21, The method of selecting dikes is similar to that described in

paragraph 19 above. The present trend is to space dikes farther in

initial construction than was the practice under the emergency program.

The old criteria was to space dikes so that only the outer third of the

dike was subject to direct attack. The present trend, particularly with

stone dikes, is to space so that the entire dike is theoretically under

attack. This is because the stone-fill dike accretes in front, while

~ the pile dike accretes downstream from it. The excessive spacing will

be adjusted by short intermediate dikes after accretion has formed to elim-

inate the scallops between dikes and prevent removal of accretion. We

are now experimenting with L-head structures (or trail dikes) to reduce

the depth of scour holes at the outer ends.

22 ● In some instances it is more feasible to realign channels by

dredging across a point bar and closing the old channel than by cutting
..

away the bar with dikes. This method is preferred where the estimated

cost is roughly comparable, since it is a more positive and less haz-..

ardous way of realigning and does not disrupt navigation.

Effectiveness of Structures

Revetments

I

I

23. Trench-fill revetments have been very effective and economical.

Damages experienced have occurred during or shortly after construction

while the river channel was temporarily misaligned. Many miles of this type

of construction were in place during the 1957 flood and damages were rela-

tively minor. It was noted that failures were localized. Most were easily

repaired and have given little additional trouble. Mattress-type revet-

ments have required considerable maintenance because of eddies around false

points, breakup of rotted mattress alternately exposed to wetting and dry.

ing, and failure at the junction of the mattress and bank paving. Pile re-

vetment has been successful, and some have been capped out with stone.

Stone-fill revetments do not accrete as fast as permeable structures, but

require little maintenance and direct the channel more positively.
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Dikes

24. Stone-fill dikes have been very successful. Minor repairs of

scour at bankheads have been required. However, construction of the dike

normal to the bankhead, then angling the outer portion of the dike down-

stream about 15 deg from normal to the realigned flow, and sloping the

crest of the dike have apparently eliminated this problem. Settlement and

scour of stone dikes have been a problem only where the dikes were used as

chute closures and were subject to a head differential of more than 2 ft.

No failure has been experienced which caused any damage to adjacent facili-

ties. Pile dikes are very effective but are more subject to damage from

drift and require more maintenance, as discussed above for revetments. Old

pile dikes are usually badly damaged when stone is added for reinforce-

ment or accretion paving. Nevertheless, they are a dependable and valuable

tool, particularly where a permeable structure is desired or where the

cost of stone is relatively high. It is necessary to observe the dikes

closely and reinforce them at the first signs of deterioration, since

drift can riddle them. Most of the failures in this district resulted

during construction when little or no stone had been placed in the dikes,

the channel riverward of the dikes was poorly developed, and a sudden

rise occurred. Only two modern type dikes upstream from Pine Bluff failed

during the 1957 flood and both were old and of light construction. One

was flanked at the bankhead (it was isolated), and one had a hole knocked

in it by drift. There were no serious consequences of either failure.

Dikes below Pine Bluff suffered considerable damage during the 1957

flood; however, many of these structures were old, unprotected, subject

to adverse attack, and had little stone in them.

cutoffs

25. Cutoffs to correct excessively sharp bends have been a most

useful tool. Not only have better navigation alignments been obtained,

but fewer structures are required for the shortened channel, maintenance

costs are less, and the old bendways are available for sediment traps and

other uses. There is no evidence that the cutoffs cause adverse changes

in the regime of the river. However, the channel must be controlled up-

stream and downstream from the cutoff because of the changed alignment

of flow.
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Recommendations and Conclusions

.

I

.

.-,

26. It is recommended that a bold and far-sighted approach be

adopted in planning channel stabilization projects. Excessive caution

usually proves costly and inconclusive.

27. Work should be kept to a bare minimum until an overall plan

of improvement is prepared, proceeding from a fixed point or stable

reach to the next similar point downstream. The theory that cutoffs will

upset the regime of the river is believed invalid in most instances. A

revetment or dike system will “upset the regime” and result in distorted

bends in time. Attempting to hold severe bends with sharp angles of

attack is undependable at best and usually costly.

28. Contracts should be let in large increments with

of work, if practicable, so contractors can proceed under a

of riverflow. Designs should be as flexible as possible so

several types

wider range

that changed

river conditions can be adjusted in the field with a minimum of redesign.

Design studies should be kept to the barest minimum required for a

reasonable design. Field conditions will usually change faster than

elaborate design studies can be made, nullifying many “refinements” which

could be made.

29. Works should be reinforced and maintained faithfully. Dete-

rioration of a system of dikes or revetments will set up a series of

problems which will usually prove more costly by far than timely repairs.

30. It appears preferable to leave the heads of chutes and old

bendways open (or use permeable control structures) until they are filled

to about ordinary high water, and to place solid structures at the one-

half to two-thirds point downstream from the mouth of the chute channel.

Additional study is being given,this concept.

31 ● Additional study is required to determine the extent to which

low flows must be controlled to maintain a stable channel. It appears

that the control of low flows should be primary, the control of midbank

flows (those experienced 75 to 95 percent of the time) secondary, and the

control of floodflows of less consequence. Adequate channel capacity

must be left to pass floodflows, and designs for levees and channel work

should consider their effects. However, most major channel damage
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appears to result from low to medium flows.

32. Additional study is needed to determine the effects of naviga-

tion pools on the channel work. This will include wave action on bank

paving, shoaling, contraction, effects of armoring, marking submerged

structures, and similar points which are now uncertain.
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